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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE





To provide and promote independent and expert opinion on forest land
management, in particular, the primary core business of forest fire management.
To ensure that Victoria’s forest fire management policies and practices are based
on science, experience, and accountability; and address social, economic and
environmental values of natural ecosystems.
To ensure that the long-term well-being and safety of forest ecosystems and their
surrounding rural communities are protected.
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Inspector General for Emergency Management. Inquiry into the 2019/20
Victorian Fire Season
Phase 1. Community and sector preparedness for and response to the
2019/20 summer season

SUMMARY
The submission addresses the Inspector General for Emergency Management’s (IGEM) key
“matters for consideration”:
 preparedness ahead of the 2019/20 fire season,
 capacity, capability and impediments in response to the East Gippsland fires,
 work undertaken to inform the community,
 policy and strategy to keep Victorians’ safer from bushfire.
In the context of “history is instructive”; the submission identifies hard won lessons, neglected or
ignored, that must be reflected in contemporary policy, strategic direction and action on the
fireground.
The Inspector General for Emergency Management’s (IGEM) attention is drawn to his own and
other recent reviews that serve as benchmarks for reviewing the 2019/20 fire season.
Attention is drawn to Department of Energy Land Water and Planning’s (DELWP) 2018/19 Annual
Report to Parliament, which in Forest Fire Victoria Inc.’s opinion obfuscates vital statistics
necessary to evaluate the true state of forest fire management on public land.
We also note the indifferent performance of ‘independent’ watchdogs, whose duty it is to
safeguard the public interest.
The submission also draws attention to two critical issues implicit in all “matters for
consideration”; legislation passed by Parliament; the law that sets down the duties,
responsibilities and accountability of Secretary DELWP for forest fire management on public land
and amendments that will improve accountability of responsible Ministers and Secretary DELWP.
The second is the unsustainable cost of forest fire management, exacerbated by huge expenditure
incurred; poorly directed use of large fire bombers, futile attempts to quench high intensity
bushfire in heavy fuel loads.
Forest Fire Victoria Inc. does not condone people being blamed for their actions in the field, often
under difficult conditions, done in ‘good faith’. Do not confuse blame with accountability which
must be directed at portfolio ministers and senior bureaucrats.
Forest Fire Victoria Inc. concludes with the demand on behalf of the Victorian community and all
those who have grievously suffered from the ravages of bushfire; in accordance with proven
science and hard-won experience, that the IGEM undertakes his independent review without fear
or favour.
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On behalf of the community who have grievously suffered from the ravages of bushfire, and in
accord with proven science and hard-won experience, Forest Fire Victoria Inc. demands that the
following changes to policy and practice on forested public land be implemented as an outcome
of this Inquiry:
 That priority is given to rapid and aggressive first attack on all fires; particularly when forest
fuels are dry and the forest fire danger index is rising. This must apply to all land tenures
including National Parks and Conservation Reserves.
 That threat arising from bushfires is related to potential fire intensity (fuel load, terrain &
weather) and the likely damage to the community; not to the risk or chance of a fire occurring.
DELWP’s concept of residual risk and claimed level of community safety is misleading.
 That DELWP be held fully and publicly accountable for its performance in prescribed burning
on public land since landscape-scale prescribed burning is a vital mechanism for fire protection
and suppression. That DELWP fully meets its planned burning targets and makes progress
against targets available for public scrutiny;
 That the ‘lessons learned’ from previous fires be applied to future bushfire suppression, to
save history repeating itself yet again. Reviews of bushfires in 1972, 2003 and those since
2009, provide benchmarks which the IGEM must consider in his review of the 2019/20 fire
season;
 That the government adequately fund agencies to enable them to effectively and efficiently
meet their responsibilities to implement forest fire management on public land;
 That the managers of public land be made accountable for managing both fire on public land,
and the threat posed to neighbouring communities. Separating the management of the land
and the management of fire on those lands is a recipe for further disasters;
 That local decision making is acknowledged as essential in fire attack. Centralisation of
emergency management in the early stages of fires and emergencies has once again proven
to be counterproductive;
 That the unsustainably high spending on bushfire suppression expenditure, significantly
higher than in any other State or Territory, be brought under control; and to this end a rigorous
evaluation of the effectiveness of Large Air Tankers be carried out before next fire season;
 That Insertions be made in the appropriate Acts of Parliament to increase implementation,
reporting and transparency about fire prevention and suppression programs on public land:
 That legislation does not place caveats other than consultation with other land managers,
where the Secretary has clear responsibility for fire prevention and suppression;
 That the Secretary DELWP as the land manager, must have the responsibility to devise
applicable work programs for fire prevention on public land and be responsible and
accountable for their implementation;
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 That the Office of IGEM should be independent of Emergency Management Victoria and be
located in the Department of Premier and Cabinet.
 That IGEM has a legislated responsibility to annually monitor work programs and report the
outcome to the Crisis and Resilience Council on their efficacy.
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INTRODUCTION
This submission of Forest Fire Victoria (Inc.) to yet another inquiry highlights areas of fire
prevention and suppression that have failed, yet again in 2019/2020, to protect the forests and
people of this State, notwithstanding significant reforms in emergency management coordination,
agencies’ reorganization and technological advances since 2009. We ask an obvious question first
– why are we bothering to make a submission and reiterate the same messages that have been
put to Government over many years, only to see the same inherent failures in bushfire
management and control? Is this inquiry going to be any different? Will it dutifully evaluate all the
submissions and make learned recommendations that are put to Government, only to find that
they are “accepted in principle” and then selectively ignored, further obfuscating accountability,
by both the Government and the bureaucrats? There will then be much weeping and wailing when
the next major fire event occurs, peoples’ lives will be severely affected, resources destroyed and
a new inquiry will then take place and the cycle will repeat itself.
This is not a fantasy. In the period 1939 to 2016 there have been 34 inquiries and reviews covering
the prevention, suppression, planned use of fire and recovery from bush fires.
The source references are listed in the tables in Appendix 1.
Of note, 12 of these have been conducted in the last decade: we believe this is a clear indication
that the government is using the inquiry process to evade public scrutiny and avoid making
changes that may be counter to established policy.
The only one that has had a lasting and positive effect on fire prevention and suppression
organisation was the Stretton Royal Commission following the disastrous 1939 fires. Even the
recent Royal Commission following the “Black Saturday” fires of 2009, which made a large number
of sensible recommendations that were “accepted” by Government has had little positive effect
on current fire prevention and suppression because some of the key findings have been
subsequently altered or just ignored. One glaring example is Recommendation #56 that required
the Department to achieve a long term prescribed burning target of 5% minimum of public land.
This has now been replaced by a “risk reduction” model which is known to have been developed
in strict confidence by selected experts. Many experienced forest fire practioners and fire
scientists, recognised nationally and inter-nationally, regard the concept, in its present form as
seriously flawed. It is also interesting to note that the transparent reporting requirements of
Recommendation #56 are rarely met as required. Furthermore, the 5% minimum target and a risk
based approach are not mutually exclusive.
How can it be that the clear advice of experienced forest fire professionals across the nation,
practitioners and researchers, have been summarily ignored over decades to the detriment of our
State; or have the burdens of increased bureaucracy, upsetting vocal minority groups, fear of
litigation and outrageous health and safety protocols that have severely compromised the ability
of the workforce to make reasoned judgements on risk, based on their extensive training and
experience of forest fires, all conspired to make scientific and sensible fire management nigh on
impossible.
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Forest Fire Victoria (Inc.)will again reiterate these key truisms – fast, determined, and aggressive
first attack must be applied to EVERY fire, and fuels across the landscape must be reduced in a
systematic and planned fashion if fires are to be effectively and efficiently controlled in the future.
Will this inquiry go the same way as many of its predecessors, or will some common sense and
good science finally come to the fore, and bushfire management in Victoria can again lead the
world?
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TERMS OF REFERENCE ADDRESSED
The submission addresses the IGEM’s Phase 1, listed “Matters for Consideration” as terms of
reference, specifically:
 Effectiveness of Victoria’s operational response to the 2019/20 fire season
 Preparedness ahead of the 2019/20 fire season; including the effectiveness of regional
management, work undertaken to inform and educate the community about the coming
season, community engagements, impact of lengthening fire seasons and any relevant
legislation, policy and practice
 Review of all opportunities and approaches to bushfire preparedness, including different
methods of fuel and land management (for example: cool burning, mechanical slashing,
integrated forest management, traditional fire approaches) to protect life and property as well
as ecological and cultural values
 In considering effectiveness of Victoria’s operational responses to the 2019/20 fire season,
IGEM should particularly consider:
 effectiveness of the State’s response priorities, including primacy of life
 Impact of increasing fire seasons on the ability to prepare, deploy and sustain efforts
directed towards emergency events in Victoria
 availability and utilization of private assets and resources (including plant equipment) to
support emergency preparedness and response
 planning and response mechanisms to protect biodiversity threatened by bushfire
 effectiveness of the existing work force model to support response, relief and recovery
Response to each of these ‘matters for consideration’ follows.
DELWP’s Annual Report to Parliament 2018/191.
Those sections that specifically report on:
 Forest fire and regions;
 Productive and effective land management;
 Reduced impact of major bushfires and other emergencies on people, property and the
environment.
 Area treated through planned burning and other treatments to maintain the statewide bush
fire risk at or below 70 per cent;
 Output performance measures – fire and Emergency Management
This Annual Report to Parliament provides the reader with DELWP’s assessment of its
performance on the core duty under the Forests Act 1958 and the Emergency Management Act
2013:
 a snapshot of organisational arrangements,

1

A brief description of key government agencies commitment to forest fire management and related activities can
be found in Appendix 2.
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 criteria on which DELWP bases performance outputs and just some of the costs of forest fire
for the previous fire season; and
 Government’s policy and strategic direction for forest fire management on Victoria’s public
land in the best interest of all citizens.
The Annual Report met the auditory review of Victoria’s Auditor General.
Did it meet community’s expectations for transparency in reporting on the state of forest fire
management?
Information in the Annual Report, together with that of other reports, knowledge and widely
disseminated anecdotal claims about the conduct of the East Gippsland fires, provides the
material for this submission.
Overall, the Annual Report meets the expectations of DELWP and Government in most respects:
 New fuel management system:
The new fuel management system will support the delivery of joint fuel management
programs across public land and private land. The system was built with the collaboration and
input from Forest Fire Management Victoria and the Country Fire Authority.
The Statewide bushfire risk is maintained at or below the target of 70%. Performance exceeds
the target due to completion of the highest priority planned burns across the State. The amount of
area impacted by bushfire also contributed to the result.
As at 30 June 2019, DELWP and its partners had treated approximately 130,000 ha of public
land using planned burning and a further 11,000 ha using mechanical treatment, resulting in a
bushfire risk of 67%.
This is 3 times lower than the minimum annual rolling target recommended by the VBRC.
Further details are provided under the appropriate “matters for consideration” that follow.
 90% of fires were contained at first attack (94% contained at less than 5 ha),
a commendable result, but 90% should be the target, not 80% as is the current criteria.
 Enhanced preparedness activities ensured that resources were adequately placed to respond
to fires in line with seasonal conditions and bushfire risk assessments for the fire season.
 DELWP and partner agencies completed 31 out of the 76 highest priority burns across the
State. This focused activity meant that residual risk remains below the 70 per cent target.
Analysis shows that with no bushfire or planned burning, residual risk would have increased to
70 per cent.
The bushfire risk concept is misleading and the number of resources accredited to serve in a
senior capacity, Level 2 or 3 (for all fire roles) was 402, 27.6% above the target of 315 for
Statewide duties. These numbers are set too low and the protocols they are required to
follow are not always conducive for effective and efficient fire suppression.


Output performance measures fire and Emergency Management
This output plans and delivers integrated bushfire management to promote resilience; invests
in science and partnerships to build knowledge of the relationship between fire and the
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environment to better manage risk; monitors and assesses the impact and effectiveness of
fire management operations; ensures its workforce is effectively trained and prepared; and
maintains a strategic road network to facilitate fire and emergency related activities and
provide access for community, timber and tourism industries.
 With increasing severity and frequency come increasing annual costs of disasters which due to
the unpredictable nature of events can only be estimated.
DELWP continues to work on a model that will measure the economic impact of fire prevention
and preparedness investment alongside developing associated methodology for implementation.
The project is reviewing current cost – benefit analysis and cost-loss management in different
jurisdictions; an evaluation of different approaches and the types of direct and indirect costs.

There are huge increases in expenditure on bushfire activities.
Victoria spent $1.8 b on its fire services 2018/19, far more than any
other State or Territory; arguably these expenses are unsustainable;
details are provided in a separate section (page 53) of this
submission.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VICTORIA’S OPERATIONAL RESPONSE TO THE
2019/20
Effectiveness of DELWP and Partner Agencies Operational Response
2009/10 – 2018/19.
The effectiveness of Victoria’s operational response to the 2019/20 fire season can be
benchmarked in the light of its performance in fire seasons following the Governments’
acceptance of recommendations from the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission; the lessons
learnt.
There are several independent reports that were made available to the Government, relevant
portfolio ministers, the bureaucracy and the IGEM, detailing key events in this period. A brief
summary of each now follows.
[2005] “The Facts Behind the Fire – A Scientific and Technical Review of the circumstances
surrounding the 2003 Victorian Bushfire Crisis”2 placed on record Forest Fire Victoria Inc’s opinion
that the Victorian Government Inquiry (The Esplin Inquiry) into the 2003 Alpine fires failed to
rigorously investigate and address concerns of many knowledgeable individuals, communities and
organisations on underlying problems with Victoria’s forest fire management policy and practice,
which had progressively developed under successive State Governments over two decades.

2

The Facts Behind the Fire. A Scientific and Technical Review of the Circumstances Surrounding the 2003 Victorian
Bushfire Crisis Compiled by Barrie Dexter and Athol Hodgson A Publication of Forest Fire Victoria. 2nd Edition, June
2005.
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Serious deficiencies were identified and recommendations made to address problems. It was
argued that if not effectively addressed, Victoria would remain exposed to an unacceptable threat
of widespread and destructive bushfires.
[2012] “Forest Fire Management in Victoria – Is the State Coping? Concerns about the
organisational arrangements and related matters for forest fire management in Victoria” 3
placed on record that, notwithstanding the wide-ranging nature of the Royal Commission into the
2009 Victorian bushfires during 2009 – 10, and government acceptance of the Inquiry’s
recommendations, fundamental issues remained unaddressed. The level of expertise and
resources available to combat the fire threat remained in a worse condition than at any time since
the early 1980s. Within the responsible agency, rampant empire building in central administration,
numerically depleted work centres and lack of accredited fire-ground personnel substantially
diminished fire prevention, particularly fuel reduction burning, and fire first attack to quickly bring
fires under control. The report was referred to the then responsible portfolio ministers who
“noted it with interest” and passed it on to the then Fire Services Commissioner for his
consideration.
[2015]: “FIRE MANAGEMENT ON PUBLIC LAND - VICTORIA BURNS WHILE ITS BUREAUCRACY
FIDDLES - Will Recent Legislative Changes to Crisis and Emergency Management Improve Fire
Management on Victoria’s Public Lands?” 4 , compares and contrasts governance, policy and
practice of forest fire management in Victoria spanning three decades.
The appropriateness of a massive command and control bureaucracy now governing crisis and
emergency management, including bushfire, in Victoria, is considered in the context of forest fire
management on public land.
This report analyses the prevention, suppression and planned use of fire on the one-third of
Victoria that is public land. It identifies on-going failure, since the mid-1980s, in government policy
and strategic direction to cope with the State’s major natural hazard – bushfire5.
Victorians benefited from the reforms enacted as a result of Judge Leonard Stretton’s inquiry into
the 1939 Black Friday bushfires, and from emergency management reform (1986) following the
1983 Ash Wednesday bushfires. However, eleven years on, they have yet to benefit from many of
the key recommendations of the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission.

3

4

Forest Fire Management In Victoria – Is The State Coping? Concerns About The Organisational Arrangements And
Related Matters For Forest Fire Management In Victoria. Barrie Dexter & Athol Hodgson March 2012
Fire Management On Public Land - Victoria Burns While Its Bureaucracy Fiddles. Will Recent Legislative Changes to
Crisis and Emergency Management Improve Fire Management on Victoria’s Public Lands? Dexter, B.D; A. Hodgson AM.
January 2015.

5

Within the international wildland fire [bushfire] community a consensus exists that sees south-eastern Australia,
together with southern California and the southern Mediterranean, as the most fire-prone landscapes on Earth.
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The report identifies lessons now unheeded from previous reforms, and problems which
successive Ministers and their Departmental Heads have either not addressed or worse, have
resisted. Over the past three decades costs associated with public land fire suppression have
increased more than sevenfold while the effectiveness and efficiency of fire management has
progressively declined.
A combination of the misuse of science by ideologically-driven interest groups, and bureaucratic
acquiescence/indifference, has seen successive governments become disengaged from the
practice of landscape-scale fuel management. This development influenced by the 2009 Bushfire
Royal Commission’s Implementation Monitor, and by the current Emergency Management
Commissioner. As a consequence of the failure to adequately manage fuels, both the community
and the environment have paid a heavy penalty with the increases in destructive bushfires,
particularly since 2000.
The report examines, in the context of forest fire management on public land, the large new
government ‘silo’ - Emergency Management Victoria – that now has ‘oversight’ [control] of crisis
and emergency management, including bushfire, under an ‘all agencies / all hazards’ model.
The appropriateness of application of the ‘top-down’ command and control system which now
exists under the AIIMS of the Emergency Management is questioned; the creation of increasingly
complex mega-departments has resulted in competing and conflicting demands on staff, with the
agency’s Secretary (permanent head) sometimes required to report to two or more government
Ministers.
Concurrently, the community’s increasing awareness of the importance of the natural
environment to its welfare and well-being has led to the use, among some community-based
groups, of quasi-science and related environmental activism to restrict the use of prescribed fire.
As a consequence, the unrestrained build-up of fuel is making it extremely difficult, if not
impossible, even under moderate fire danger ratings, to control bushfires on public land. Greatly
underestimating the quantity of highly flammable fuel created by more frequent high intensity
bushfires further complicates the problem.
The incorrect notion that only ‘national park’ land tenure can protect forest environments has led
inevitably to excessive passive management across significant areas. The consequent down-sizing
of the native forest timber industry has further significantly reduced a major resource traditionally
available to assist in forest fire suppression.
These factors, combined with the loss of bushfire expertise within DELWP and predecessor
agencies, have all contributed to the present predicament.
Matters further complicating the current situation include:
 A failure of the previous Bushfire Sub-committee of the State Co-ordination and
Management Committee to ensure the continued relevance of emergency management
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reforms of 1986, following major machinery of government and departmental reorganisations;
Failure of Government, and particularly due diligence of portfolio ministers over their
departments, to ensure that forest fire management was appropriately resourced with
well-trained people with extensive field experience in fire prevention, suppression and
the planned use of fire.
Changed priorities of departmental senior executive groups and their lack of depth and
breadth of experience, if any at all, in forest fire management;
The movement of around half the forested estate to PV’s responsibility and the
subsequent significant underfunding of PV, which has led to major cultural change;
The fact that only 57% of personnel are accredited for a ‘fire role’ but only 14% of these
people are accredited to serve in a senior capacity (Level 2 or Level 3) or 8% of total staff.
Failure of recent departmental heads to ensure the overall state of preparedness was
commensurate with the known risk;
Changed social mores that have seen the rise of OH&S regulation to an extent that now
inhibits effective and efficient fire suppression;
and,
Changed demographic patterns coupled with poor planning whereby more people are
living adjacent to or within bushland settings creating greater challenges for fire
managers.

These further matters have all contributed to the parlous state of fire prevention and suppression
now acknowledged within sections of Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI
now DELWP) and clearly identified in dispatches by the Inspector-General for Emergency
Management.
A strong positive of the new reform is the creation of the State Crisis and Resilience Council [SCRC]
which has been set up to streamline emergency management committee structures.
Given the propensity for cost blow-outs and the prolificacy of departmental spending on fire
suppression, it would perhaps be prudent to have Secretary Treasury as Deputy Chair of the
State Crisis and Resilience Council.
Recent sections of the Act obfuscate the duties of the Secretary, and the powers of the Emergency
Management Commissioner and thus weaken accountability.
Fire suppression is analogous to warfare, drawn to attention by Leonard.
“In other evidence given to the [Bushfire] Royal Commission6, Professors Herman Leonard and
Paul ‘t Hart, and Major General (Rtd.) Jim Molan made what were arguably some of the most
pertinent comments about the nature of wildland fire-fighting, and particularly first-attack.
Molan for example, suggested:

6

2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission evidence transcript – April 28th 2010 (140th day) and April 30th 2010.
See: http://www.royalcommission.vic.gov.au/getdoc/fbcb1aac-5749-4b38-8c30439422740c84/Transcript_VBRC_Day_140_28-Apr-2010.PDF
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‘…If there are a vast number of fires on a particular day, the best people to handle it and the
way they know to handle it is through a decentralised system within an overall general
guidance from the top ... being command centric doesn’t mean the whole organisation is
centralised and only ever one person makes a decision. It means that the commander at each
level is the boss and he has as many obligations going up as he has going down…”7.

The following examples; four major Victorian bushfires since 2009, two in 1972 and three
related to the Canberra fires in 2003, provide benchmarks which the IGEM must consider
in his review of the 2019/20 fire season and whether or not his review demonstrates
that the ‘lesson learnt’ from previous fires have been applied or whether history is
repeating itself. This will be a challenge for the IGEM to demonstrate his independence,
free from any vested interests.

1.
Harrietville fire 2013
An inquiry into the first 72 hours of the Harrietville fire, 21 January – 16 March 2013, by Emergency
Services Commissioner Hallowes made the unsubstantiated key finding that “in my opinion there
was no information to support the view that an increased weight of attack or a change in strategy
and tactics on 21 and 22 January would have altered the outcome of the fire on 22 January 2013”.
This finding was not supported by independent scrutiny by forest fire practioners and bushfire
scientists, and indeed, the then Fire Services Commissioner, Craig Lapsley, publicly acknowledged
that opportunities were lost in attempts to contain and control the fire in its incipient stage (24ha in the first 24 hours rather than 37,000ha, 55 days later). A Coronial investigation formally
scheduled into the Harrietville fire was subverted by Department of Sustainability and
Environment (DSE) lawyers and Coroner Hawkins while finding she had no conflict of interest, as
alleged, withdrew and the brief was passed to Coroner Judge Olle.
Judge Olle held an inquest into the deaths (13th February 2013) of two firefighters on the
fireground. He was also requested by one of the parents of the deceased to hold an inquest into
the fire on the grounds that had the fire been extinguished quickly, the deaths would not have
occurred. Judge Olle refused this request and, as of writing, there has been no action on carrying
out the investigation, as promulgated by the original coroner, who had handed the brief to Judge
Olle. The Office of the coroner and the Department of Justice have so far denied the community,
the benefit of a judicial investigation, which should have determined the probability of the fire
being controlled in its incipient stage.

7

2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission evidence transcript – April 28th 2010 (140th day) and April
30th 2010. See: http://www.royalcommission.vic.gov.au/getdoc/fbcb1aac-5749-4b38-8c30439422740c84/Transcript_VBRC_Day_140_28-Apr-2010.PDF
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An independent evaluation of the EDC Hallowes’ report into the Harrietville Fire 2013, “An
evaluation of ESC Hallowes’ report into the Harrietville fire, January 2013. Are the findings
consistent with all the facts?”
Phil Cheney PSM, Barrie Dexter, Athol Hodgson AM, David Packham AOM. 8 June 2013.
ISBN(s): 9780994253125 (Printed – Paperback); 9780994253132 (CD-ROM/DVD-ROM)
2. East Gippsland Fires 2013/14.
East Gippsland communities, following unsatisfactory visits by the Fire Services Commissioner, the
Country Fire Authority Chief Officer and Department of Environment and Primary Industries
(Secretary and Chief Fire Officer), gathered to demand that local managers control all future
operations. They included forestry experts, farmers and landowners.
[Editorial Bairnsdale Advertiser Monday 17th November 2013]
The Editorial describes their demands as “A rural counter-attack against failed
policies has been declared. It is an indictment of official theories that have
presided over decades of failure and destruction”.

Widespread community unrest eventually forced the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
and Bushfire Response to instruct the newly appointed Inspector General for Emergency
Management [IGEM] to investigate some key issues including those of just two of the East
Gippsland fires.
Actions identified in the IGEM’s report to be followed up included:
(3.1) Incident and Regional Control Teams [to] support initial attack resources to control fires at
the earliest opportunity by deploying ground and air resources to all fires.
(3.4) initial attack and ongoing fire control to operate 24 hours a day to maximise lulls in weather
and fire behaviour including effective use of firefighting resources.
(3.8) ensure that the training of personnel includes the need to extinguish fires in initial attack to
keep fires small.
The 2013/2014 fire season was also beset with problems extensively reported in regional media8.
3. Lancefield-Cobaw Fire, September/October 2015.
On 8 October 2015, the then Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Water, commissioned
an independent report; the Carter Report, and accepted all its 22 recommendations.
It is consistent with the IGEM’s responsibilities under Section 64 of the Emergency Management
Act 2013 that the IGEM would be aware of and consider Mr Carter’s findings when examining the
“circumstances”9 of the Wye River-Jamieson Track Fire.

* Regional radio and newspapers: Snowy River Mail and Bairnsdale Advertiser – April, May, June, August 2014.
* Online Opinion – Mark Poynter, 2nd June, 2014.
9 “a condition, with respect to time, place, manner, agent etc., which accompanies, determines, or modifies affairs
surrounding and affecting an agent” – Macquarie dictionary. Revised Third Edition.
8
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The Carter Report10:
 Opens with a salutary reminder of the relevant legislation governing DELWP’s responsibilities
for forest fire management on public land, viz: ... Under the Forests Act 1958, the Department
is responsible for the immediate prevention and suppression of fire and for planned prevention
of fire in State Forests, national parks and on protected land in Victoria.
The Forests Act 1958 requires the Department (Secretary) to carry out proper and sufficient
work in these areas to prevent and suppress bushfire...(pg. 4)


Recommendation 3.1.3.1. A review of the organisation’s structures and processes at state,
regional and district levels should be undertaken to better integrate operational burn planning
and operational implementation and to provide sound governance, risk management and
quality control (pg. 14)
Organisation structures at State and district level have been upgraded but
DELWP still falls short of its planned burning targets.



Many previous inquires and reviews have raised concerns about the ageing workforce of fire
and land management practioners and the relatively small pool of experienced operational
burn practioners....
… the Investigation Team holds strongly to the view that fire management and planned
burning on public lands requires a strong and well-integrated single agency able to bring to
bear a diverse body of science, technical expertise, personnel, physical resources and
infrastructure that also services broader land management functions and responsibilities.
Fire management cannot be separated from land management activities (pg. 27).

4. Wye River – Jamieson Track Fire, 19th December 2015 – March 2016.
Lightning strikes on 19th December resulted in two fires starting in the hinterland above the surf
coast, in the vicinity of the Wye River – Jamieson Track (WR-JT) and Delaney Road (DR). This
second fire was brought under control in two days. Despite requests, neither the government nor
the IGEM publicly reported on why first attacked failed on WR-JT, but was successful on DR.
The Minister for Emergency Services requested the IGEM (received 5 January 2016) to report on
“the learnings to date from WR-JT fire” and report by 21st January 2016. This request was
prompted by internal DELWP documents leaked to the media, questioning media reports, local
people, United Fire Fighters Union and the Institute of Foresters of Australia, calling for an
independent inquiry into the conduct of the fire.
An evaluation of the IGEM’s report on the WT-JT fire and related matters, “What are the real
lessons learnt?” can be found in National Library of Australia. CIP entry ISBN 97809942253125.

10

Independent Investigation of the Lancefield-Cobaw Fire. Prepared by the Independent Lancefield-Cobaw Fire
Investigation Team. Murray Carter (Lead Investigator)
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The claimed overall successful outcome did not meet the State’s Strategic Control Priorities, viz:
“The State’s operating policy framework for emergency response, the State Emergency Response
Plan (SERP), is set out in the Emergency Management Manual Victoria (EMMV)
Priority
 Protection and preservation of life is paramount. This includes:
 safety of emergency services personnel safety of community members,
including vulnerable community members and visitors/tourists located
within the incident area
Issuing of community information and community warnings detailing
incident information that is timely, relevant and tailored to assist community
members make informed decisions about their safety
Protection of critical infrastructure and community assets that support
community resilience
Protection of residential property as place of primary residence
Protection of assets supporting individual livelihoods and economic
production that supports individual and community financial sustainability
Protection of environmental and conservation assets that considers the
cultural, biodiversity and social values of the environment.

Comment
Success

Contentious
Failure
Contentious
Failure
Failure

Part 3. The SERP defines the priorities and set out the organisational arrangements for managing
response to emergencies.
The intent of the priorities is to minimise the impact of emergencies and enable affected
communities to focus on recovery as early as practicable.”
The fire burnt over about 2,500ha.
The initial attack failed. There was a delay of about three days while it was debated between
Minister, Emergency Management Commissioner and Incident Control, where and when a
backburn would be employed to bring the fire under before a forecast of severe fire weather for
24/25 December 2015. The delayed backburn failed under deteriorating fire weather.
Once again, the complexity of fire suppression was greatly increased and firefighter and
community safety compromised because of high fuels loads in long unburnt forests and:
Every window of opportunity, day and night, under more moderate and benign fire weather
and low FDIs, must be taken to quickly and aggressively attack, control and make safe
bushfire in its incipient stage.
The total cost of this fire, including on-going recovery will be many million dollars, probably
the highest cost for a small fire in area, in Australia’s history.

The State coroner, Judge Sarah Hinchey, first intuitive reaction was that it would be in the public
interest for her office to investigate the fire. However, it was firstly necessary for her to examine
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any available reports to avoid unnecessary duplication in inquiry. The Coroner was pressured by
government, EMC and some locals, that an inquiry was not necessary. Unfortunately, for the
majority of the local community and especially Victorian taxpayers, the Coroner ‘reasoned’,
apparently without any external, independent advice, that no inquiry was needed.
The IGEM would be well advised to take careful note of another episode where politics and
vested interests colluded to whitewash yet another immensely costly and disruptive
bushfire.

5. 2003 Canberra firestorm.
There is no better example in the relatively brief history of initial attack on suppressing bushfire
in Australia than that of the disastrous 2003 Canberra firestorm.
On the afternoon of 8 January 2003, a major electrical storm occurred across north-eastern
Victoria, southern New South Wales (NSW) and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). The
accompanying lightning strikes ignited fires on the Brindabella Ranges, in both NSW and the ACT.
There were four fires relevant to the damage in Canberra; the McIntyre’s Hut fire in NSW; and
three in the Namadgi National Park (ACT) the Bendora Fire the Stockyard Spur Fire, and the Mount
Gingera fire. The Stockyard spur and the Mount Gingera fire were remote and did not pose a direct
threat to Canberra because they were judged to be too far to the south and initial attack on the
second day was feeble and abandoned. The fires started from lightning strikes around 1500 hr
under conditions of Very High Fire danger.
A cool change passed over the area at 2000 hr and brought rapidly increasing relative humidity
and light southerly winds. Mild weather with low to Moderate Fire Danger (Figure 1) persisted as
the wind direction moved anti-clockwise from South to the North-west for 8 days until Extreme
Fire weather preceded another frontal change on 18 January.
The Bendora and the McIntyre fire were fought after the first day, by different techniques and
eventually coalesced and burnt into Canberra.
The resulting damage included:
 The death of four people;
 Injury to 435 people;
 The destruction of 487 homes and 23 commercial and government premises;
 Damage to 215 homes, commercial premises, government premises and outbuildings;
 The destruction of Mount Stromlo observatory, an institution of international renown;
 The death of an inestimable number of animals; and
 Almost 70 per cent of the ACT (157,170 hectares) being burnt including productive pine
plantation.
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Figure 1. Forest Fire danger index Canberra Airport 8 -18 January 2003

The development of these fires will be examined along with The Bulls head fire which occurred in
1972
5.1. McIntyre’s Hut Fire
The McIntyre’s Hut fire started in the Brindabella National Park on a steep westerly aspects in dry
eucalypt forest and immediately made a high-intensity run upslope of around 1.5 km to the top
of the range and generated fire brands that lit several spot fires, one up to 5 km beyond the ridge.
The fire was managed by the Rural Fire Service (RFS) of New South Wales who assessed, by aerial
and remote inspection that the fire was too intense to deploy initial attack crews on the first night.
A decision was made to attack the fire indirectly from established roads and fire trails and natural
barriers (Goodradigbee River) that enclosed an area of around 10 000 ha that enclosed all
spotfires. Burning out did not commence until 13 January and was not completed until 17 January
when the Fire Danger had increased to very high and the fire spotted from unburned areas within
the containment lines. The fire merged with the Bendora Fire on 18 Jan and burned into Canberra.
Salient points for consideration are: Volunteer crews were available on 8 January but were not dispatched.
 Burning conditions on the first night were very mild.
 Burning out was delayed until sufficient crews from out-of-area, and aerial support for
water bombing could be assembled
 Aerial ignition of fuels within the containment lines was required to burn out the entire
area. Delays prevented the completion of this operation until 17 January.
Indirect attack of fires in remote areas is a legitimate suppression tactic. When large areas are
committed it takes time to assemble adequate men and equipment to do the task. Assessment
and initial attack on the first night may have controlled sections of the perimeter and spot fires
under very mild burning conditions. This may have allowed burning-out to be completed well
before 17 January and that escapes during extreme weather on 18 January, if any, would have
occurred later in the day and may not have merged with the Bendora fire with such ferocity.
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Figure 2. McIntyre’s hut Fire. 8 Jan 2003.
Convection column at 1730 hr. and the head of the fire at 2003 hr.

5.2. The Bendora Fire
The report “The Canberra Firestorm” by Maria Doogan, Coroner (National Capital
Canberra) ran to 640 pages and 102 pages of appendices and made 73 recommendations
and provides a detailed account of the management of this fire by the ACT Emergency
Services Bureau (ESB). The Bendora fire started mid-slope on the eastern aspect of the
Brindabella range and was not subjected to the full force of the Westerly wind blowing at
that time. The ignition point was close to a forest road in a stand of 50-60 year-old alpine
ash that was last burnt in 1974 (Figure3) The following are the salient points regarding its
development:








Roads tracks and fire trails within Namadgi National Park had not been maintained
and some were over grown preventing rapid access by firefighting vehicles.
The initial attack force comprised 2 heavy duty tankers, 2 light units and 10
firefighters.
The field controller assessed the fire as too dangerous (FDI low; ROS approx.
60m/h and Falling, area4 h) and initial attack was abandoned at 2030.
The ESB failed to follow The Australian Inter-service Incident Management System.
Novice Incident Managers were not immediately replaced by Managers with
adequate training and experience.
Heavy fuel loads hampered suppression
Bulldozers were banned from cutting trails in National Park until day 3. By which
time the fires were too large to suppress and fire lines were mostly established on
significant roads or not at all.
The fire breeched containment lines on 17 January and spread across the
mountains to wards Canberra.
On 18 January, the fire merged with the McIntyre’s hut Fire and burnt into
Canberra.
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Figure 3.

The Bendora fire 2100 hrs 8 January 2003. The Bulls Head fire burnt in
similar vegetation and topography.

5.3. Bulls Head Fire – 21 December 1972
Peter Hutchings was the Technical Officer who detected the fire. This is a fire that was a
successful initial attack. It was not the subject of a formal report but is the recollection of
Phil Cheney who attended the fire and took part in the suppression activities. The spread
of the fire was documented and used as example for discussion of fire behaviour and
suppression for students attending a course on fire control at the Australian National
University presented by Mr Cheney. A verbal account of the fire was presented to the
coronial court at the inquiry into the 2008 fires as part of background information on the
historical occurrence of high-intensity Fires in the Southern Tablelands that had burnt
severely but had not entered the ACT. This was not recorded as evidence presented to the
Inquiry.
The Fire Control Officer for the ACT Bush Fire Council (BFC) was Tony Fearnside.
The fire ignited at around 1500 hrs on a day of Very High fire danger (FDI 49) with strong
westerly winds. It was located on the eastern aspects of the Brindabella ranges at the same
elevation and 4 km north on the ignition point of the Bendora Fire. The forest types were
the same and the fuels similar to the area burnt at the start of the Bendora fire.
(See Figure 3 above)
Although the AIIMS system had not been adopted in Australia its basics were applied in
the management of the fire. The fire was controlled overnight at 300 ha and was held
though the next day of Extreme fire danger. If the fire had not been controlled it had the
potential to burn into the western suburbs of Canberra.
The following are the salient features of the suppression action:-
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The area was under the management of ACT Forests who had cleaned up roads
and fire trails as part of normal preseason operations.
Technical officers of the Commonwealth Forest Research Institute (FRI) Bushfire
Research Group in a light tanker en-route to a task in the area spotted the fire and
were directed by the BFC to attend and report on the situation. The fire started by
a forest road and was burning upslope to the west under the influence of an eddywind towards a narrow firebreak on the ridge. Short-distance spotting was
spreading the fire towards the east but the spot fires were still under the influence
of the eddy-wind and spreading to the west.
Cheney took over as field controller. The FRI crew had experience in control of
small experimental fire but no formal accreditation.
The western (back of the fire) was to be secured but a little injudicious burning-out
caused the fire to crown briefly at the junction of the wild fire and back-burn and
caused spotting to 1.5 k down wind.
ACT Forests crews arrived around 1700 and foreman Maurice Franklin took over as
field controller.
At 2000 the wind changed to the east and increased the upslope spread; short
distance spotting, now towards the west which breeched control lines established
by hand tools along the south western perimeter.
The fire was contained overnight by firelines constructed by bulldozer, and hand
tools where the terrain was too steep for machines, at around 300 ha.
It was held the next day through extreme fire weather (FDI>50) and patrolled for
about 2 weeks.
There was a brief wash-up to discuss suppression tactics but no formal repot or
inquiry
For the firefighters; no Christmas dinner, no publicity, no gongs or recognition by
the wider community.

6. Mount Buffalo Fire. 1972
The Mount Buffalo Fire started on the 14th December 1972, a day of total fire ban, on semi-cleared
land along the alluvial flats of Nug Nug Wa Creek, eleven kilometres south of the township of
Myrtleford, north-eastern Victoria. The fire had been burning for about ten minutes before it was
reported by people living in the area. Smoke was visible to the fire spotter on duty on Mount
Buller, but was hidden from other fire detection towers monitoring the landscape.
1432hrs – reported to Myrtleford forest office,
1435hrs – 6 men and 2 tankers were dispatched from the Myrtleford depot,
1455hrs – this crew arrived at the fire, quickly followed by 6 tankers manned by CFA volunteers.
The temperature was 360C, relative humidity 22% and wind velocity 16-19kph from the
north. The fire had now expanded to about 0.8hectares and was fiercely burning in scrub
and sparse timber. The fire soon spotted and entered forested country.
1630hrs – the fire reached the steep slope of the Buffalo Plateau escarpment, throwing spot fires
some 6 kilometres ahead of the main fire front.
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The narrative of the fire11 describes how it was attacked day and night by various tactics. The fire
was contained at about 0100hrs on Tuesday 26th December; mopping up operations contained
throughout the day and control and restoration works continued for many days.
The Mount Buffalo Fire was declared “safe” on the 15th January 1973 when it was considered there
was no chance of reignition. See narrative – Appendix 3
The IGEM should forensically study this document; it should make him very thoughtful when
pondering about the other fires, briefly described above and what transpired in 2019/20 East
Gippsland fires.
The IGEM in reviewing the 2019/20 fire season, must explain why nearly 50 years later, the
reasons why the current approach to fire management is demonstrably failing to keep
Victoria’s citizens and the forest environment safer from bushfire.
This is not a suggestion, nor is it a recommendation. It is a direction on behalf of ALL
Victorians to do his duty; honour his independence without fear of favour.

2019/20 Fire Season
Hot dry winds, periodic drought and dry lightning strikes in highly flammable fuel mean that
multiple bushfires are inevitable. An enhanced rapid response capability, including in remote
areas is crucial to avoid the consequences of drawn-out campaign fires.
The following comments apply to East Gippsland fires.
 Several of the series of lightning strikes in East Gippsland were effectively controlled at less
than 5 ha
 Some fires where first attack failed, resulted in long campaign fires in forest and private land
 There is anecdotal evidence that in some cases, crews were not dispatched quickly because
of Occupational Health and Safety concerns about ‘killer trees’ in unburnt forest posing an
unacceptable risk to the first attack crew
 There is also evidence that a lightning strike, reported to DELWP by a fire tower on Saturday
28th December 2019, being allowed to run unchecked for about 36 hours before action was
taken. This subsequently developed into the fire that burnt through Mallacoota, causing
enormous destruction, disruption, necessitating evacuation by sea of tourists and local
residents by the Australian Navy. Dense, persistent smoke created a potential health hazard.
 There is well documented evidence that CFA Bairnsdale refused to send units to assist DELWP
and private citizens in protecting Cann River from destruction by bushfire. Appendix 4 refers.

11

The Mount Buffalo Fire. B.D.Dexter, A.Heislers and T.Sloan. Bulletin 26. Forests Commission, Victoria. Melbourne
1977.
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 The failure to effectively deploy bulldozers, particularly to prepare mineral earth lines to
control fires. There is anecdotal evidence that available bulldozers were not used day and
night under relatively benign fire weather and low Fire Danger Ratings (FDI) to take every
opportunity to contain and keep fires under control

The IGEM must fully investigate each of these matters including reporting on:
 Success or failure of first attack
 A proper evaluation of the fuel type and amount, knowledge of the burn
history (FRB and wildfire) around the point of ignition and environs and,
 Time of fire detection
 Time of reporting to duty officer
 Time of dispatch of first fire suppression crew and
 Time of arrival at fire including any delays caused by OH&S standing
protocols
 Prognosis of bringing fire under control and
 Action if required for additional fire fighters


Formal records from private citizens and from the IGEM’s previous reports demonstrate that
DELWP has still not resolved issues questioned above.
Supporting documents are in Appendix 5.

Preparedness Ahead of the 2019/20 Fire Season
The most powerful weapons in the land manager’s armory against bushfire are the management
of the forest fuel hazard and the ability to quickly attack fires in their incipient stage.
The landholder owns the fuel and is responsible for timely preparedness to minimise the threat
of fire.
The public land manager, DELWP, while responsible for fuel management in State forest, national
parks and protected public land, collaborates with the CFA; and is required to seek the agreement
with Parks Victoria on fuel management on about half of Victoria’s public native forests.
The complexity of management at the public land/private land interface has increased markedly
in recent years and involves public awareness and consultation/communication with individuals
and community. Fuel management and first attack are critical issues often involving volunteers.
This is discussed in “work undertaken to inform and educate the community”, page 30.
The DELWP plan for fuel reduction, based on ‘residual risk’, proposed in the Alpine and Greater
Gippsland Strategic Management Plan is shown in Figure 4. The orange and red shaded areas
indicate the focus of fuel reduction in this area to protect various assets.
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Figure 4 - Fuel management strategy
Alpine and Greater Gippsland Strategic bushfire Management Plan p.16

The extent and quality of any burning achieved in these areas is not known, since DELWP no
longer publishes its burning performance data. What does this lead you to believe?

On behalf of the Community, Forest Fire Victoria Inc. demands that the Department
be held fully and publicly accountable for its performance in prescribed burning on
public land since landscape-scale prescribed burning is a vital mechanism for fire
protection and suppression.
As broadscale prescribed burning is the only effective mechanism for protection against forest
fire, Forest Fire Victoria demands that the Department be held fully and publicly accountable for
its performance in this key result area.
On the other hand, a statistic that is on the public record is the extent of bushfires in this area
during 2019/20 fire season, shown in Figure 5. In addition to catastrophic damage to the public
land estate, these fires caused significant stock and property losses and traumatised the residents
of the entire East Gippsland area.
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Figure 5 Area Burnt 2019/20 fire season – Emergency Management Victoria.
Fires burning in areas that have a reduced level of fuel hazard are much more likely to be contained
than those that are burning in heavy fuels that are long unburnt, especially when fuel moisture
contents are at historic lows due to drought conditions. Accordingly, Forest Fire Victoria calls for
the revision of present policy so that the Landscape Management Zone is included in fuel
reduction burning programs.
Responding to bushfires
Hot dry winds, periodic drought, and dry lightning strikes mean that multiple bushfires are
inevitable in the remotest parts of Victoria’s public lands. An enhanced rapid response capability
in remote areas is crucial for successful first attack.
The following paragraph is an extract from DELWP’s Alpine and Greater Gippsland Strategic
Bushfire Management Plan:
“DELWP is responsible for suppressing fires in state forests and national parks, and on protected
public land. To improve bushfire response, DELWP will:





continue to provide an integrated response to bushfires with CFA and other emergency
managers
share bushfire risk assessment data and information with other fire agencies and land
managers (such as PV, CFA, VicForests and private plantation owners) to support bushfire
response
continue to identify and validate our landscape’s priority assets for protection.

This statement blurs the imperative for fast, direct and determined initial attack on all fires. It says
nothing about crews regarding first attack as an urgent task, aimed at keeping the fire at a
minimum area, or indeed, putting the fire out.
The State Strategic Control Priorities areas are stated as:
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Protection and preservation of life is paramount. This includes: Safety of emergency
services personnel, Safety of community members including vulnerable community
members, and visitors/tourists located within the incident area.
Issuing of community information and community warnings detailing incident information
that is timely, relevant and tailored to assist community members make informed
decisions about their safety
Protection of critical infrastructure and community assets that support community
resilience
Protection of residential property as a place of primary residence
Protection of assets supporting individual livelihoods and economic production that
supports individual and community financial sustainability
Protection of environmental and conservation assets that considers the cultural,
biodiversity, and social values of the environment.

During the 2019/20 fire season the approach of ignoring or not resourcing some of the small
remote fires burning in environmental and conservation assets is put down to the application of
these priorities by the State Control Centre. This resulted in a lightning strike reported to DELWP
by a fire tower on the Saturday 28/12/2019, being allowed to run unchecked for almost thirty-six
hours before action was taken. This subsequently developed into the fire that burnt through
Mallacoota. Calculate the cost of this lack of action!

The safest and most effective way to reduce the opportunity for large fires to
develop is to put out all fires when they are small as quickly as practicable under
the FDI ratings.
This must be the new mantra for DELWP’s fire suppression priorities, consistent
with sensible risk protocols.

While the time taken to arrive at fires following detection can be minimised by strategic location
of standby crews, a decline in the standard of road and fire trail maintenance means crews take
longer to reach small fires. Investment in remote capability, including extra helicopter rappel
teams, is a key element of future response strategies.
This must be accompanied by an overhaul of the roads and track on public land, especially in
remote areas. The costs and losses incurred in fire seasons over the past few decades, and no
doubt in the2019-20 fire season, highlight this as a cost-effective investment.
It is noted that DELWP monitors a performance measure for fires contained at less than five
hectares to suppress fires before they become established.
Most of the year putting out fires at less than 5 ha or 12.5 acres, which is not a minor fire, is not
difficult and does not stretch fire crews. If it is reasonable to assume that most fires occur at FDI’s
below 25, achieving 80% of fires suppressed at less than 5ha is not a great challenge in any 12month period.
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However, the real utility of this performance measure comes into play when fuels are dry and
FDI’s are rising. Once ignition occurs fire growth commences, and the rate of fire growth depends
on variables like fuel dryness, fuel hazard, slope and wind speed.
Lightning strikes in remote locations offer a good example of high payback for achieving rapid
suppression. Fire growth is initially slow (usually) but following weather typically exhibits rising
FDI with potential for large fire growth (e.g., recent examples). Time for ground crews to access
fires becomes a telling factor. Aircraft can reach the fire early in its development and initiate
suppression, and can slow fire progression, but it must be remembered that forest fires can only
be controlled by trained forest fire fighters who secure the fire with a mineral earth break and
suppress all residual smouldering combustion that cannot be reached by aerial-delivered
retardants.
With an increasing reliance on volunteers and on part-time and less experienced fire fighters, now
is the time to commit to more trained, experienced fire fighters, who must be employed on a fulltime basis. Forest Fire Victoria, a group of professionals with extensive practical experience, states
that this is the only way to ensure the Department’s prescribed burning program is effectively
carried out and a permanent forest fire fighting skill base is maintained. The part time alternatives
have been tried and they have demonstrably failed. A permanently employed forest fire service is
as important to Victorians as metropolitan and rural fire services.
During periods of significant fire danger, priority must be given to rapid and aggressive first
attack on all fires; particularly when forest fuels are dry and the FDI is rising. This must apply to
all land tenures, including National Parks and Conservation Reserves.

On behalf of the Community, Forest Fire Victoria Inc. demands that when forest fuels are dry
and the forest fire danger index is rising, small fires in conservation areas be allocated the
highest strategic priority for immediate fire attack. In the words of a firefighter – “You might
not be successful, but you have to give it a red-hot go.”

Unless bushfire management is turned around, be prepared to see more of what we have seen
this year on so many thousands of hectares of public land today – scorched, leafless trees on
bare burnt ground with not a bird to be heard, or an animal in sight.
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WORK UNDERTAKEN TO INFORM AND EDUCATE THE COMMUNITY ABOUT
THE COMING 2019/20 FIRE SEASON
Including the following
 Community engagement
 Opportunities and approaches to bushfire preparedness
 Traditional approaches to protect life and property
 Policy and strategy to keep Victorians safe from bushfire
Bushfire agencies have increased their efforts, consulting with individuals, communities and other
agencies throughout the State to ensure preparedness for and resilience to the fire season.
Reaction to these ‘consultations’ varies from indifference, or more likely, put aside because of a
busy life, through to the committed; some feel plans and protocols are preordained – community
voices on how their various needs can be met have little influence – tokenistic consultation.
Significantly, people are being advised/coerced that they must take more responsibility for their
protection; put their own ‘house’ in order. Fair enough? Yes, but this is a two-way street and the
biggest neighbour, the public land manager, must also reciprocate. The undeniable fact is that too
many bushfires on public land are not kept small in their incipient stage; develop into large fires
on the inevitable blow-up days and invade private land, causing massive disruption, destruction
incurring huge recovery costs in the short and long term.
Social, cultural, economic and environmental values of forests suffer the same fate.
In November 2015, the government radically changed its approach to keeping Victorians safer
from the threat of bushfire. This involved changes in the rationale for forest fuel management in
the landscape and at the interface, instigated by the 2009 Bushfires Royal Commission
Implementation Monitor (BRCIM); Annual Reports 2013 (page 63) and 2014 (page 46).
“Although the amount of planned burning being conducted is higher than for many years, the
BRCIM is not convinced that the proposed annual rolling target of 5% minimum of the public land
(390,000ha) is achievable, affordable or sustained” (page 63, 2013 BRCIM Annual Report).
Subsequently, DELWP engaged an ‘expert’ group (unnamed and required to sign a confidentiality
clause) and reported, “Through years of research and modelling, experts and communities [are
said to] have told us that 70 per cent risk is the right level for our statewide landscape.”
“From 1st July 2016, our fuel management program on public land will be driven by a statewide
target to maintain bushfire risk at, or below 70 per cent of Victoria’s maximum bushfire risk.”
“Based on current assessment of risk, this will involve treating between 225,000 and 270,000
hectares in 2016-17.”
It remains current policy, but DELWP can barely achieve half that amount of fuel reduction burns
(FRB).
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In 2003 a Coronial inquest was held into the deaths of five CFA urban volunteer firefighters, with
little forest firefighting training, fighting a fire at Linton, near the City of Ballarat, December 1998.
Made recommendations for improved safety of all firefighters. These were reinforced by the
death of two firefighters when a tree fell on their vehicle on the fireground, Harrietville fire,
February 2013, and have had a profound influence on the conduct of fire prevention and fire
suppression operations. These tragic circumstances rightfully place the protection of life for
firefighters, individuals and communities at the top of State priorities in responding to incidents.
Having said that, it must be put in perspective. Everyone in their daily life is exposed to some level
of risk and the vast majority survive. However, there are some industries, such as mining,
agriculture and construction and training for and engaging in warfare that involves hazardous
operations. Bushfire suppression is warfare, risks are inevitable, but must be minimised.
How can we protect people from bushfires?
What level of risk will be acceptable and how can risk be minimised?
We examine this conundrum by firstly considering factors in saving people’s lives and their assets
with reference to the recommendations of the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission,
together with experience gained over several decades on considering the rationale for what is an
acceptable risk.
Government policy is firmly directed at individuals and communities taking more
responsibility for their preparedness and resilience to bushfire. Is the community prepared
for this?
It is argued, however, that a person should be free to choose what they do with their life and
lifestyle, provided they do no harm to others. We must take some responsibility for those persons
who are physically or mentally incapable of minimizing their own risk.
People are entitled to and must hold government and bureaucracy accountable, that they ensure
the risk posed by bushfire on public land is properly addressed.
A detailed and challenging dissertation on this subject can be found in Appendix 6.
Understanding the threat from bushfire.
It is important that people understand the underlying factors influencing the threat; fuel, weather,
sources of ignition so that they are in an informed position pre-fire season to minimise the threat
of bushfire to their life, property and assets, and that of their neighbours and vice-versa.
Individuals and collectively, communities must carefully consider the level of risk imposed on them
by both Government and their personal circumstances, the level of risk they are physically and
mentally prepared to take on ‘stay and go’ from fire in their locale.
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Was the 2019-20 fire season unprecedented?
Although the 2019– 2020 fire season was touted by the media and certain Climate Change
advocates as “unprecedented” the pattern across the east-coast of Australia followed “The march
of the Fire Season” described in Australian textbooks on Forest Fire (e.g. Luke and McArthur1967).
Winter – Spring are the normal months for drought periods and forest fires in Queensland and
northern NSW; Spring and early Summer for southern NSW whilst in Victoria, the fire season is
normally summer to early Autumn.
On 19 August there were free burning fires in mountain forests of Northern NSW.
Weather conditions were mild and fire intensities appeared typical of prescribed fires. A week
later there was no evidence of active control and map information provided by the NSW Rural Fire
Service indicated that these and later fires were allowed to burn out to established main roads or
forest boundaries. As occasional periods of severe weather occurred and fires threatened
property the media displayed the worst fire activity they could film and later repeated the same
footage several times even though it was totally unrelated to the current fire event. This process
was repeated over the next 4 months as severe fire weather and ignitions occurred progressively
into Central and South-Coast New South Wales.
The geographic location of East Gippsland is such that it can alternatively be subjected to
weather patterns that bring severe fire weather to the east coast of NSW while the rest of the
Victoria is having a relatively benign fire season. On other years it will experience fire weather
typical of the rest of Victoria. During 2019 -20 the drought and weather patterns in east Gippsland
were similar to South coastal NSW and the fire season might have started a month earlier than
normal but was certainly not unprecedented.
The passage of a cold front started lightning fires in East Gippsland on 21 November. On
27 November FFM Vic (NPC) inspected fires burning in the Nowa Nowa district in an area where
the fuel and topography was well known. The fire weather was mild with the Forest Fire Danger
Index at Orbost was Low-4. Fire behaviour was mild and, in our opinion, the fires could have been
easily controlled by direct attack or burning out from forest roads and fire trails, if they had been
maintained.
Another cold front passed on 30 November bringing light rain to parts of Victoria and more
lightning ignitions to east Gippsland and the south coast of NSW. In both places there seemed to
be no direct initial attack.
There was extreme fire weather for a few hours on 31 December on the Southern
Tablelands and Alpine areas of New South Wales and to a lesser extent North-East Victoria which
resulted in fast spreading forest fires but fires in coastal areas rarely exhibited extreme fire
behaviour. Apart from the 31 December when the FDI reached 35 (Very High), then Fire Danger
at Orbost was Low to Moderate with occasional days of High Fire Danger from 15 November 2019
to 20 January 2020.
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The IGEM must investigate who was responsible for running the fire operations; who,
when and why decisions were taken not to directly attack the fires, day and night,
under significant periods of benign weather (see table below – Orbost weather,
Maximum FDI for each day 19 November 2019 to 25 January 2020) and why some fires
were left to burn for several days before crews were despatched to deal with them.
ORBOST WEATHER – MAX FDI BY DAY

Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Nov’19

7
98
83
3
4
4
23
12
5
4
4
2

19 NOV’19 – 25 JAN’20
MAX FDI
Dec’19
8
9
19
9
7
15
10
5
24
16
5
6
5
7
3
4
11
25
24
24
6
6
10
3
5
3
4
15
15
61
4

Jan’20
5
6
3
59
2
1
4
2
13
33
7
7
10
20
7
2
2
8
8
2
3
30
10
8
11

4 DAYS OVER FDI=50

Rain=24mm

Mallacoota fire

Clearly the 2019/20 fire season was not unprecedented in terms of fire behaviour in the terrain, fuel load
and seasonal (drought) conditions. However, the coincidence and scale of serious fires burning over such
a span of latitude in the same fire season is possibly a 1 in 50-year event. It is predicted that such events
might become more common.

The 2019 – 2020 fire season in East Gippsland was unusual,
not unprecedented.
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Understanding Fuel and Fire Behaviour
Definitions:
Available Fuel: the fuel actually consumed in a fire
Total Fuel:
the fuel consumed under the worst possible burning conditions.
Fine Fuel:
the fuel consumed in the continuous flames of the fire front; usually defined as <
6mm for forest fuels.
None of these factors can be measured directly. All are open to exaggeration to support particular
agendas. The first two are usually estimated by before and after measurements of fuel load, which
in statistical terms have a very large standard error. The third was derived from laboratory studies
and deemed appropriate for forest fuels in an attempt to explain the increase of fire spread with
increasing fuel age.
Spatial distribution of fuel and effect on fire behaviour

Figure 6. Fuel strata in a dry Eucalypt Forest
Fuel is highly spatially variable in 3 dimensions. Figure 6 illustrates the vertical distribution of fuel
and identifies common layers of fuel and their bulk density. Running vertically between these
layers is the bark of the trees (brown) which may, or may not, be flammable.
The amount of fuel burnt depends on the dryness of the fuel bed and green vegetation. When the
moisture content of the dead fuel is >30% and green material > 100% nothing burns.
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Under the normal drying cycle, the fuel dries from the top of the litter bed and the near surface
fuel. Under mild conditions the lower litter layer and the duff layer remain too wet to burn and
the available fuel is the near surface fuel a portion of the litter layer and a portion of the elevated
or shrub layer.
Under severe burning conditions the heat from the lower layers (Duff – elevated fuel) dries the
green tree crowns in the intermediate and over storey layers to the point where they will burn.
The density of the crown layer is too sparse to continue burning once the heat from the lower
layers is removed. This makes the fire behaviour in tall eucalypt forests more manageable than in
conifer forest or scrubland where the intermediate fuel layer contains sufficient dead fuel to carry
fire up into the upper layers of the forest (See Figure7)

Figure 7 Crown fire in pine forest (Majura ACT). Note that flames are coming from all levels of the
crown.
Prescribed Burning
The principal of prescribed burning for fuel reduction is to reduce the weight of fuel in the lower
layers without scorching the upper layers of the tree crowns so that a surface fire cannot burn
into the tree crowns. The available fuel is reduced and fire suppression is made safer and easier.
The time that there will be reduced fire intensities depends on the time taken for the lower strata
of the forest to re-accumulate. If grasses are regenerated in sufficient cover to form a continuous
fuel bed then fire will burn through the near surface layer within a year of treatment. The intensity
of these grass fires will be low even when grasses are fully cured, and because the tree crowns
reduce the wind speed near the ground these fires spread relatively slowly and are easily
suppressed.
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In many dry forests the accumulation of litter and regenerating shrubs is such that the surface
layers will not burn in the first year after treatment and only mildly in the second year. Litter and
shrub fuel may continue to accumulate for over 25 years until the rate of decay is equivalent to
the rate of accretion and the fuel load is said to be at equilibrium level. However, it is usually
recommended that areas be re-burnt after 5 – 8 years to allow safe and efficient initial attack. A
broad-scale distribution of fuel ages should be created across the forest estate so that a wildfire
burning under extreme conditions will run into one or two-year-old fuel block which will check the
spread and hold the fire until burning conditions ameliorate.
Concern over climate change limiting opportunities to prescribe burn is unfounded. The first burn
in older fuels is always difficult but subsequent burns in lighter fuels can be carried out over a wide
range of weather conditions. The limiting factor at present is the availability of trained people in
public land management to carry out the work.
Forest fuels are stratified in layers of different bulk density
Eucalypt forests have a natural low-density layer between the tree crowns and the
surface layers
Prescribed burning is easiest, most efficient and least costly method of reducing the fuel
loads in the surface layers to prevent fire burning into the tree crowns

The Problem of Quantifying Fuel and Correlating with Fire Behaviour
Defining Limits to Fire Suppression
Horizontal distribution of fuel is highly variable and very difficult to quantify in a meaningful way
and relate to changes in fire behaviour. There are a couple of exceptions, such as hummock
grassland (e.g. spinifex and mallee in semi-arid zones) where fuel clumps are separated by bare
ground and the wind speed at which continuous spread is possible is related to the fraction of
grass cover. However, for most fuels the impact of fuel distribution, which may be obvious on fires
of low intensity, changes as the intensity of fire increases with increasing wind speed: the fire then
integrates much of the variation in the fuel complex and fire spread is determined by some
average and undefined characteristic.
Interpreting Fire Intensity
The concept of line fire intensity was introduced by Charlie Van Wagner in the 1960s.
The relationship;
I = H.w.R
Gives the heat released per metre of fire front of a moving vegetation fire expressed in units of
kilowatts / metre of fire edge. It was considered useful because it included the impact of fuel load,
which at that time had been somewhat overlooked in American fire science, and because it could
be correlated with flame length and factors related to flame length like radiated and convected
heat and thereby be related to scorch height and suppression difficulty. In the early days of selling
prescribed burning in dry eucalypt forests where models related rate of fire spread directly to fine
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fuel load, it was used to demonstrate that doubling the fuel load resulted in a fourfold increase of
intensity.
Like many things in interpreting fire behaviour, application requires an understanding of the
assumptions used in specific applications, and in this case line fire intensity is full of assumptions
The relationship I = H.w.R is technically OK but it postulates that the heat is released at the very
front edge of a fire perimeter.
H is the Heat Yield of the fuel in Kilojoules per kilogram (Kj/kg).
H, Heat Yield, is assumed to be the heat released by burning a kilogram of fuel under field
conditions. It is lower than the heat of combustion which is the heat released when all fuel is
combusted to CO2 and water as measured in a laboratory, in a bomb calorimeter. Under field
conditions not everything in a hydrocarbon fuel is converted to CO2 and water; many products
such as a myriad of hydrocarbons as gasses or solids such as ethane, tars etc. and carbon still
contain thermal energy when they are released into the convection column. The amount of heat
in fuel is related to a number of factors and heat yield can vary from around 16 000 to 20 000
kJ/kg. A figure of 18 000 kJ/kg has been generally accepted as a constant value for practical
application.
R is the rate of spread in metres per second (m/sec)
R is measured normal to the fire front and is the rate that new fuel is involved in the fire. An
elliptical model is a common way of describing fire spread around the perimeter of a moving fire,
although spread on the flanks is a combination of heading and backing fires which has a much
wider range of intensity than when spread is calculated normal to the fire-line. However, this
variation has been considered of minor importance as calculated fire intensity reflects the average
flame height around the perimeter reasonably well.
w is the weight of fuel consumed by the fire front in kilograms per square metre (kg/m2).
And here is where the issue becomes really challenging.
We know that total fuel consumption does not occur at the fire edge but occurs by different modes
of combustion and different rates over a prolonged period and at a considerable distance behind
the leading edge of the fire depending of the size and nature of the fuel being burnt.
Therefore, it was assumed that “large fuel” that burnt slowly well behind the fire front had no
impact on the characteristics at the leading edge of the fire. So the next assumption was that we
could define “fine fuel” as the material that is burnt in the continuous flaming zone behind the
fire edge and we would further define fine fuel as that < ¼” (USA) or <6mm (Aus.), and it was this
material that contributed to the heat release in the flames at the leading edge of the fire.
Correlations of calculated line fire intensity (I) with flame height, and scorch height seem
reasonable and repeatable in a particular fuel type.
However, we have no idea what fraction of the “fine fuel” is burnt by flaming combustion and
what fraction is burnt by smouldering combustion in or behind the zone of continuous flames (the
flame depth) and no way of measuring it in the field. In a major last major field high-intensity fire
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experiment (Vesta)12 fires burnt over cameras and recorded the duration of tall and short flames
for intense fires in an open dry Jarrah forest fuel. Tall flames at the front of the fire lasted around
13 seconds whilst continuous flames behind the front lasted a little over a minute. Smouldering
combustion lasted anywhere between 5 to 15 minutes and prolonged combustion of logs and
patches of deep organic layers produced enough heat to prevent prolonged access of normally
clad people onto the recently burnt ground for up to 45 minutes.
It would seem then that Line Fire Intensity is not as useful as we would like for describing moving
fires; well not quite.
1. The fact that you can draw reasonable correlations between flame height and fire
intensity over a quite wide a range of fine fuel (<6m) loads and burning conditions for a
dry eucalypt forest fuel type is useful, and suggests that the proportion of material burnt
by flaming and smouldering combustion remains relatively consistent over a range of fuel
loads and burning conditions and is a function of the average fuel structure in that fuel
type.
2. The equation helps to illustrate the role of fine fuel load over a range of burning
conditions.
3. The equation does illustrate the huge range of heat release of a forest fire and does
illustrate the limited range of suppression effectiveness by any means and is much better
than comparing bushfires with historical nuclear detonations.
However, the relationship only applies to a specific fuel type and different relationships are
needed for significantly different fuels e.g. tall wet forests, heaths, pastures. It is only that dry
eucalypt forests and woodlands represent a fairly large proportion of our southern forests that
the equation has been applied widely; perhaps more widely than it should without qualification.
Let us look at Table 1 “Limits of direct suppression of fire” taken from the Peoples Review of
Bushfires in Victoria 2002 – 2007. Final report – 2009.
‘Limits of direct suppression’ of fire without stipulating the forest type/fuel type is not particularly
helpful. The table needs to define the type of fuel under consideration in each case.
500 kW/m. This was recommended as the upper limit for prescribed burning for fuel reduction in
a tall dry Eucalypt forest which limited the scorch height to approximately10% of the burnt area.
Higher limits could be set if higher scorch height or damage was accepted. Many forests with thin
bark require lower intensities to avoid cambial damage. This has largely proved to be impractical.
There is a case to use higher intensities for fuel reduction to reduce the spotting potential in some
fibrous-barked forests.
Of course, much higher intensities of prescribed fire are used to regenerate some forests.

12

Gould JS, McCaw WL, Cheney NP, Ellis PF, Knight IK, Sullivan AL. (2007) – Fire in Dry Eucalypt Forest: fuel structure, fuel dynamics
and fire behaviour. Ensis-CSIRO, Canberra ACT, and Department of Environment and Conservation, Perth WA.
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1000 kw/m. This represents the upper limit for experienced fire crews using hand tools13. It was
determined during experiments to measure the physiological stresses of firefighters carried out in
jarrah/marri dry forests in Western Australia and mixed stringy bark forest in the Nowa Nowa
district of East Gippsland
2000 – 2500 kW/m. Limit of direct fireline attack using dozers or air tankers in dry Eucalypt forests
with a moderate spotting potential. This was determined from fires in a dry forest in WA and
mixed stringy bark forest in the Nowa Nowa district of East Gippsland under Moderate fire danger
(see photos). It was the point where spotting in that forest went beyond the capacity of bulldozers
and aircraft to build continuous fire line and control spotfires. The limit would be lower in forests
with a very high spotting potential e.g. E. obliqua; the limit would be somewhat higher in tall,
smooth-barked forests with a low spotting potential e.g. spotted gum.

13

See International Journal of Wildland Fire Vol.7 No.2 Special Issue: Project Aquarius – Stress strain and
productivity in wildland firefighters.
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10 000 kw/m. This represents a fire burning in a dry forest with a fuel load of 12.5 t/ha and a speed
of 1600 m/hr. Crowning of course depends also on fuel structure, forest height and wind speed.
The following photos are some illustrations of calculated fire intensities.

Limit of Direct Suppression
A description of the fire characteristics and several operational limits are presented in Table 1
The limit for hand tool suppression was well documented and consistent with the experience of
firefighters in forestry crews. The limits for bulldozers and air tankers were more difficult to
measure and was based on about 3 fires in a forest at Nowa Nowa under moderate to high fire
dangers. However, during these experiments it became obvious it was not the width of the barrier
to the spread of fire that could be created by bulldozers or large aircraft (or indeed established
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roads and firebreaks) but rather the number and distance that spotfires developed ahead of the
fire that could not be quickly controlled.
The fire intensity of 2500 kW/m that is the limit of suppression in a dry Eucalypt forest is only
6% of the intensity of a typical disaster scale bushfire and less than 2% of the possible
maximum intensity of a forest fire in Australia. This is why rapid initial attack is vital to attack
the fire before it builds to its full potential under the prevailing weather conditions.

Table 1 Limits of direct suppression of fire in a dry eucalypt forest with a high spotting potential.
Byram Line Fire Intensity
(Kilowatts/metre)
500
2,000 – 2,500
10,000
40,000
150,000

Conditions and Limits
Upper limit to prescribed burning in production forest;
suppression with hand tools easy; spotfires 1-5m.
Limit of direct fire line attack in forests. Heavy short distance
spotting to 50m; isolated spotfires to 500m.
Fire reaches into and ignites crowns, and a crown fire starts and
is maintained by surface fuels; spotfires to 5 km.
Typical high intensity disaster scale bushfire. Increasing damage
to tree crowns by fire induced wind; spotfires to 20+ km.
Possibly the maximum for forest fire in Australia. Fire tornadoes
may be generated with widespread blow-down and stem
breakage in the burnt forest.

The rate of spread of a fire in a dry forest can be represented by the Forest Fire Danger Rating as
calculated by the McArthur fire danger rating system which is used to quantify fire weather
throughout Australia. The Fire Danger Classes of Low, Moderate, High, Very High and Extreme
are the degree of suppression difficulty assigned by McArthur for a fire burning in a dry Eucalypt
forest carrying a typical fine fuel load of 12.5 t/ha.
Figure 8 describes how line fire intensity, increases with increasing forest fire danger rating in
forests with fine fuel loads of 7.5 (green), 10 (yellow), 15 (red), and 25 (blue) t/ha that
progressively build up with time since the last fire. The limits of direct suppression with hand tools
(orange) and aircraft (brown) decrease from the original value with increasing fire danger rating
showing that no techniques are effective under extreme fire danger regardless of the fuel load.
Fire suppression in light fuels of 7.5 t/ha should be successful with hand tools at conditions of high
fire danger and with aircraft at very high fire danger. In heavy long-unburned fuels of 25 t/ha
suppression by hand tools will be successful at only low fire danger, while suppression by
bulldozers and aircraft will be successful only at moderate fire dangers.
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Fire Intensity (kW/m)

Figure 8.
The relationship between fire intensity (kW/m) and forest fire Danger Rating for
a range of fuel loads, and the limits of direct suppression of fire.14

GRASSFIRES

Grassfires are easier to control than forest fires because they have a low spotting potential and a
low burnout time. However, both factors will influence the intensity at which suppression is
possible.
The limit of suppression is estimated to around 10 000 kw/m from observations of fires spreading
in a grassy fuel with a low spotting potential (say 6 km/h in 4 t/ta fuels) at a moderate wind speed.
It is four time greater than the limit for dry eucalypt forests because the characteristic of the
combustion zones in the two fuel types are vastly different; e.g. grassfire flame duration 5 – 10
seconds; burnout time <60 seconds; and firebrands burn out before they can be ejected from the
convection column.
The fire illustrated in the last picture was burning through eaten-out pasture on 18 January 2003
that was lucky to carry 2 t/ha and would have difficulty carrying a fire at low wind speeds. Mean
winds at the time of the photo would be in the order of 60+ km/h and a fire danger index exceeding
80 Extreme. Direct suppression was impossible by any means.
To reiterate; one can draw associations between fire intensity and fire effects including
suppression capability but there will be different associations with different fuel types. The biggest

14

This graph was re-drawn from a presentation by Phil Cheney, CSIRO Forestry and Forest Products, titled
‘Effectiveness of Prescribed Burning on Reducing Fire Behaviour’ to a conference ‘Bush Fire Prevention: Are we
Doing Enough?’, Institute of Public Affairs, Melbourne, 11 March 2003.
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use is perhaps illustrating the range of fire intensities possible under different fuel and weather
conditions and illustrating the very limited capacity for suppression by any means during
dangerous weather.







Forest fuel characteristic that affect fire behaviour are difficult to measure and are cocorrelated with measures of fire spread
Fine fuel load is an adequate measure to describe how fire behaviour changes with
increasing fuel age (time since last fire).
Line fire Intensity can be correlated with fire front characteristics such as flame height
and spotting distance and difficulty of suppression.
Our capacity to suppress forest fires is puny compared the possible intensity of disaster
fires.
Reducing fuel loads allows fire suppression to be safer more efficient over a wide range
of fire danger classes

DELWP’s RISK REDUCTION THAT INCLUDES FOREST FUEL BURNT IN A
BUSHFIRE MUST BE QUANTIFIED.
Residual fire following a bushfire can be a trap for the unwary; a sense of false security. The
following exposes the folly of counting areas burnt by bushfire together with areas burnt by
planned burning in Victoria’s annual rolling FRB program to reduce ‘risk’ – the threat from fire.
This must not be done without first assessing areas burnt by bushfire meeting FRB standards and
what threat they contribute by providing large quantities of fuel to feed another bushfire, starting
in or burning into that area.
Reducing the threat of bushfire that includes forest fuel burnt in a bushfire must be quantified.
When a severe bushfire burns a mixed species eucalypt forest it removes all the fine fuels, kills
some trees and damages the others. Within a year these dead and damaged trees start to drop
coarse and large fuels. Two years after a severe fire the net gain in flammable fuel load is more
than 30 t/ha. After 8 years the net gain increases rapidly as coarse fuels fall from self-pruning
coppice and regeneration. The dead trees eventually fall over adding to the total fuel load and
bushfire threat in the longer term. These fuel loads also severely limits fire-line construction, even
with large machines.
The fuel profile also changes with significant amounts of loose bark and rotting limbs elevated to
tree top height. Rotting wood in trees still standing ignites easily and promotes a fire vertically
which then promotes a hotter fire and increased spotting.
Additionally, these forests are now more open which allows the prevailing wind to impact on all
dead fuels created by recent severe fires and fine fuels produced by regrowth and developing
understorey.
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Photo One shows coarse and large fuels dropped soon after a mixed species eucalypt forest was
severely burnt in the 2006 -07 Great Divide fires. In woodlands the net gain in flammable fuel will
be about one quarter the gain in a mixed species eucalypt forest but still significantly greater than
the pre-fire fine fuel load (Photo 2).
The net gain of flammable fuel in Mountain Ash and Alpine Ash forests will be 5 - 20 times greater
than in a mixed species eucalypt forest because all the Ash trees die in a severe fire, see Photo
Three.

Photo One: Trees in a mixed species forest burnt severely in the
2006-07 Great divide fires that are increasing bushfire risk.
Photo: Jim Stewart.

Photo Two: Trees in a woodland forest killed in the
2003 Alpine Fires that are increasing bushfire risk.
Photo: Wallace Bruce

Photo Three: Coarse and large fuels in a 300 +
year old over-mature Alpine Ash forest 2 years
after the 2003 Alpine fires. Photo: Athol Hodgson.

There is incontrovertible evidence that fuel created by recent severe fires, was the main driver of
the 2006-07 fires that caused enormous damage within the Greater Alpine National Park and
beyond to the Gippsland rivers, lakes and plains in June/July 2007 (Environment and Natural
Resources Committee 2008, Page 136).
The same can be said about the fire that started near Aberfeldy on 17 January 2013. It was
reported at 11.30am and in the late afternoon it entered mixed species eucalypt forest
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severely burnt in 2007. In the next 9 hours it travelled about 20 km and caused spot fires on
private property near Seaton and Glenmaggie where 21 houses, more than 300 livestock and farm
infrastructure were destroyed.

The infra-red scan clearly shows the intensity and spread of the Aberfeldy fire in the late afternoon
of 17th January 2013.
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POLICY AND STRATEGY TO KEEP VICTORIANS SAFE FROM BUSHFIRE
This subject is a top priority that the IGEM must independently review.
There is universal agreement among experienced forest fire practioners and fire scientists in
Australia that the current government policy developed and being implemented by DELWP is
dangerously flawed in its present concept.
Background
In November 2015, the government radically changed its approach to keeping Victorians
safer from the threat of bushfire. This involved changes in the rationale for forest fuel
management in the landscape and at the interface, instigated by the 2009 Victorian Bushfires
Royal Commission implementation monitor (BRCIM); annual reports 2013 (page 63) and 2014
(page 47).
“although the amount of planned burning being conducted is higher than for many
years, the BRCIM is not convinced that the proposed annual rolling target of 5% minimum of
the public land (390,000ha) is achievable, affordable or sustained” (page 63, 2013 BRCIM
annual report).
Subsequently, DELWP engaged an ‘expert’ group (unnamed and required to sign a
confidentiality clause) and reported, “through years of research and modelling, experts and
communities [are said to] have told us that 70 per cent risk is the right level for our statewide
landscape.”
“from 1st July 2016, our fuel management program on public land will be driven by a
statewide target to maintain bushfire risk at, or below 70 per cent of Victoria’s maximum
bushfire risk.”
“based on current assessment of risk, this will involve treating between 225,000 and 270,000
hectares in 2016-17.”
It remains current policy, but DELWP can barely achieve half that amount of fuel reduction
burns.
The IGEM must release the secret report of the experts, DELWP’s modelling and what and
who in the community advised DELWP that 70% risk is the right level for our statewide
landscape.
Extracts from and comments a government communications exercise titled:
“Safer together – A new approach to reducing the risk of bushfire in Victoria.” Published 19th
November 2015. See www.delwp.vic.gov.au
now follow.
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What Does Risk Look Like?
“in 2002, bushfire risk in Victoria was almost 90 percent. Following a decade of drought
and fire which included the 1.5 million hectare alpine fires in 2002-2003, the 1.0 million
hectare great divide fires in 2006-07 and the 0.5 million hectare 2009 Black Saturday fires,
bushfire risk fell to below 60 percent in 2010.
With the recovery of our forests and parks from the impacts of these fires, and as fuel loads
increase, bushfire risk has risen. It is now at 65 percent. Without effective intervention, it is
likely to return to 2002 levels (almost 90%) by 2020.”
Extracts from and comments on a Government communication exercise titled: “Safer
together - A new approach to reducing the risk of bushfire in Victoria” published 19 11 15.
See www.delwp.vic.gov.au

DELWP appears to be counting total hectares burnt in bushfires as complementing hectares
fuel reduced by planned burning. DELWP and its predecessors have been warned about this
folly on several occasions, including the premier, relevant portfolio ministers and
bureaucrats in January 2015. Why the total area burnt by bushfire should not be included,
without quantitative evaluation along with those of planned burns in the State FRB program
was discussed in Understanding Fuel and Fire Behaviour page 34.
What does DELWP’s current concept of ‘keeping risk below 70 per cent’ mean for fuel
management?
In Victoria, there will always be a level of risk for bushfire. We talk about current levels of risk as
being the percentage of risk ‘left over’ after fuel loads in the forest have been reduced – either
through fuel management or bushfire. We call this ‘residual risk’.
It has been axiomatic and understood for a long time that the most damage will occur in areas
where the bushfire risk is low i.e. areas are burnt infrequently. The main reason for the damage is
not only because these areas represent areas of high fuel load, but also because citizens are totally
unfamiliar with fire.
In Victoria, although bushfires are considered common, the risk of a bushfire burning any
particular point on the ground is relatively low, say greater than 1 in 25 years. Bushfire threat
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depends on the fire intensity and thus depends on the fuel consumed and the weather. So the
basis for planning should be not if a fire will occur but what will be the damage when a fire occurs
under the worst possible conditions.
We cannot manage the weather or when or where a fire will start; the only thing we can
manage to reduce bushfire damage, is the fuel!
Clearly, the “expert” modellers have not bothered to read the IGEM’s review of performance
targets for bushfire management on public land, viz:
IGEM’s Recommendations on complementary measures of performance
IGEM considers that appropriate and carefully developed performance measures are central to the
good management of programs for bushfire fuel management on public land.
Core measures of performance ..., residual bushfire risk and ecosystem resilience; enable
estimation of the extent to which these objectives are being achieved.

IGEM’s Qualifications/Caveats*


However, such measures are unlikely to be meaningful to communities, other stakeholders and
government – the key users of performance information...
• Measures of ecosystem resilience [poorly developed at the moment] do not relate directly to
some of the observable results of fire.
• Such measures do not capture the quality of engagement with communities.
• Additional measures of performance should be included within a broader suite of performance
measures for the Bushfire Fuel Management Program. “

* Note: The IGEM subsequently said that DELWP has now addresses these issues to his satisfaction
but did not provide any substantive information. The IGEM must provide this information
in his review of the 2019/20 fire season. The subject matter needs a major review.
Communities need down to earth, everyday life parameters, not esoteric or nebulous concepts;
for example:
Core measures of performance should include a comprehensive assessment [remote sensing and
ground truthing] of the spatial distribution and burn quality and severity of the whole FRB
program.
This quality assurance is essential for:
Assessing the program’s efficacy;
 Identifying any significant unburnt areas that could compromise burn objectives;
 Identifying any significant burnt areas that contribute to, rather than mitigate, further bushfire
risk;
 For validation of modelled fuel reduction predictions;
 For long term monitoring of burn programs including environment protection and ecological
responses;
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Complementary measures of performance for bushfire fuel management should include a
number of meaningful verifiable parameters.
For example:
 Loss of life – identify specific circumstances including location, estimation of pre-fire quantities
of vegetation/fuel, proximity and fire intensity/thermal exposure;
 Persons injured requiring hospitalization including identifying specific circumstances;
 Destruction/damage to infrastructure – identification of causes and costs of recovery
[including insurance payouts];
 Success or failure of first attack. A proper evaluation on the influence of fuel type and amount
involves knowledge of the burn history [wildfire and FRB] around the point of ignition and
environs, and
 time of fire detection
 time of notification
 time of departure of first attack crew and time of arrival at fire
 time and resources to bring fire under control and size of fire under the prevailing
conditions (including fire danger rating);
 Type and severity of environmental damage – for example, water quality and yield, air
pollution;
 Total cost and unit cost per hectare of fire suppression and rehabilitation/recovery.
Fuel reduction burning targets. A threat-based approach and an “annual rolling target of 5
percent minimum of public land”, as recommended by the 2009 VBRC, are not mutually exclusive;
having a defined target is also widely recognised as essential for holding organisations accountable
against their business plans/statutory obligations under Acts Of Parliament.
Not surprisingly, many people experienced in forest fire management are concerned the
Government has significantly reduced the previous annual FRB target from a minimum 390,000ha
treated (which DELWP was slowly attempting to achieve) at the expense of landscape-scale FRB.
These concerns have now been realised.
Conclusions
Long standing issues concerning reducing the threat of bushfire on Victoria’s public land:
 Defining threat from bushfire;
 Threat reduction targets;
 Measuring performance must be quantitatively evaluated.
Each are critical elements for assessing DELWP’s capacity and capability to achieve clearly defined
targets/outcomes and holding government and agencies accountable.
The ‘community’ must also accept that they too have significant responsibilities and that dollars
wisely spent on prevention will reduce the overall cost of forest fire management on public land.
The community must also understand and be tolerant that it will take several years to reach the
required performance levels.
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Initially it will be more difficult to meet planned burning targets to reduce the threat of landscapescale fires because many areas adjacent to planned burns are carrying huge fuel loads, including
large areas within landscape-scale fires since 2002. Neglect in reaching FRB targets over several
decades has exacerbated the problem. The task will become much easier when an extensive
mosaic of fuel reduced blocks can be achieved.
Government has the responsibility to see that policy, appropriate organisational arrangements
and especially culture and leadership, together with sufficient trained and well equipped
personnel are available to protect Victoria, one of the three most fire-prone places in the world,
from the ravages of bushfire.



THE CONCEPT OF RESIDUAL RISK IS INCOMPREHENSIBLE



THE MEASURES USED BY DELWP BEAR NO RELATIONSHIP TO THE BUSHFIRE
THREAT TO ANY SPECIFIC COMMUNITY



THREAT MUST BE RELATED TO THE POTENTIAL FIRE INTENSITY AND THE LIKELY
DAMAGE TO THE COMMUNITY AND NOT TO THE RISK (I.E. CHANCE ) OF A FIRE
OCCURRING
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGES TO INCREASE REPORTING, IMPLEMENTATION
AND ACCOUNTABILITY TRANSPARENCY.
Since the amalgamation of government departments to form the department of conservation
forests and lands in 1984, legislative changes have been made to enable the new structure
to work. New arrangements for centralized emergency management have also been made.
The laws that control current arrangements are found in many Acts of Parliament. In the
past, laws were much more consolidated and the legal responsibilities of individual
departments were simpler.
Previously, fire responsibilities outside the metropolitan area were divided between the
Forests Commission (Forest Act 1958) and the Country Fire Authority, (Country Fire Authority
Act 1958).
At present, the legal arrangements for public land are contained in the Forests Act 1958 (as
currently amended), the Conservation Forests and Lands Act 1987, the Financial
Management Act 1994, and the Emergency Management Act 2013.
The Forests Act 1958, prior to 1984, clearly identified responsibilities for
ministerial/departmental interaction which have now been significantly modified to meet
the new accounting arrangements and ministerial responsibilities with departmental
secretaries. Forest Fire Victoria Inc. Has identified significant gaps in the legislation.
The table in Appendix 7 outlines where some of these reporting requirements and
responsibilities have been removed from previous legislation and are not reflected in current
laws. Repealing Sections 30 to 37 of the Forests Act is one important example. This has led
to a reduction in accountability and transparent reporting that can, and must be used to hold
governments to account and allow proper scrutiny by independent bodies such as IGEM and
the Auditor General, and the public at large via the Department’s Annual Report to
Parliament.
Forest Fire Victoria Inc. Has identified the sections that must again be included in legislation
to improve future fire management and transparent monitoring of the department’s
efficiency and effectiveness in fire management in one-third of Victoria’s land estate.
Attention is also drawn to elements of the current legislation that complicates the clear role
of the Secretary in discharging the key responsibilities set out in section 62 (2) of the Forests
Act viz:
“despite anything to the contrary in any other Act or law, the Secretary must carry out proper
and sufficient work in state forests, national parks and protected public land
(a) for the immediate prevention and suppression of fire and
(b) for the planned prevention of fire”
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Legislation now requires the Secretary to “collaborate and consult with emergency
management Victoria”, to “consult” with other land managers, in 62(3), on fire prevention
works, to seek “agreement” for other fire related works for example, silviculture, ecological
or pest, plant, and animal control.
By all means “consult” where appropriate but the decision to act, or not, in any particular
fire event must reside with the land manager who has the legislated responsibility for forest
and fire management on forested public land, regardless of tenure. For example, park
managers that obstruct the construction of mineral earth fire control lines in the park (or
delaying “agreement” by days) makes the discharge of the legislated role of the Secretary
untenable, and may seriously undermine the fire control effort on a significant proportion of
the public land estate.
These constraints must be modified to allow the Secretary to meet the requirements of
section 62(2) of the Forests Act. Appendix 7 contains all the detailed changes recommended.
Forest Fire Victoria Inc. Does not condone people being blamed for their actions in the field,
often under difficult conditions that are done in good faith. However, do not confuse blame
with accountability. People who do not perform their duty under the law must be and be
seen to be held accountable. The highest court in the non-judicial land, the Court of Public
Opinion demands that be so, otherwise past lessons will continue to be ignored.

In the interest of the community, and those grievously affected by bushfire, Forest Fire
Victoria Inc. demands that:
1. Insertions be made in the appropriate Acts of Parliament to increase
implementation, reporting and transparency about fire prevention and
suppression programs on public land.
2. That, where the Secretary has clear responsibility for fire prevention and
suppression, legislation does not require any more than consultation with other
land managers.
3. The Secretary DELWP, must have the responsibility to devise applicable work
programs and be responsible and accountable for their implementation. The
department has the detailed knowledge of the components that should be included
in a strategic action plan for public land.
4. The Office of IGEM should be independent of Emergency Management Victoria and
located in the Department of Premier and Cabinet. The IGEM should have a
legislated responsibility to annually monitor work programs and report to the crisis
and resilience council on their efficacy with copies to the Emergency Management
Commissioner.
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THE COST OF FOREST FIRE MANAGEMENT ON VICTORIA’S PUBLIC LAND
The items listed in the IGEM’s Phase 1 “Matters for consideration” in reviewing the 2019/20
fire season all implicitly involve the costs and benefits of current policy and strategies.
On page 11 Forest Fire Victoria Inc. drew attention to the huge increases in expenditure on
bushfire activities; Victoria spent $1.8 billion on its fire services in 2018/19, far more than
another State or Territory.
Why is this so?

The Cost of Victoria’s large Campaign Fires and the Losses Associated
with Them
Following the large fires across the nation in 2019/2020, the way the land is managed , the
way fires are fought, and the way people are trained to fight them must be seriously reevaluated or we will continue to have more of these large, uncontrollable fires in the future
and the massive attendant costs – in dollar and human terms.
Victoria spent $1.8 billion on its fire services last year15, hundreds of millions more than any
other state or territory. Figures from the Productivity Commission cited by Towell, The Age,
29 January 2020, show the Victorian government spending about $275 dollars for each
resident in 2018-2019 on fire services, against a national average of $196.
The costs of this year’s fire fight, plus the annual costs of funding the fire services, will almost
certainly exceed this figure.
Because the costs of the 2019/2020 fires are not readily available in the time frame required
for our submission, we will use a well-documented evaluation of the costs of the large alpine
fires of 2003 as a case study to show how much large fires really cost.
The paper “What is the True Cost of Forest Fire Management on Public Land in Victoria”
(Dexter/Macleod, 2017) compiled and analysed from publicly available data, estimated costs
of the 2003 fires See Appendix 8. The paper concludes that a realistic estimate of cost of the
2003 Alpine firefight was approximately $411.7 million (2019 dollars).
The larger the fire, the longer the suppression operation, the greater the cost and the
likelihood that there will be injuries to fire agency personnel, contractors and community.
Along with this is the huge environmental, economic and social cost to the community as

15

The Age, 29th January 2020
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estimated (Stephenson 2010) in Table 2 for three of the major Victorian fire events in 2003,
2006 and 2009.
A later report by Ryan and Runnels (2015) citing three of five fires studied by Stephenson
(2010) also states… “not all losses could be valued at the time of writing, and not all impacts
included in the SEIA model were valued, including health impacts (other than fatalities and
injuries) and the indirect disruption to businesses, transport networks, essential service
provision, public services and households which will therefore push the net loss even higher.
Although these values may seem excessive, they are comparable with several other studies
from Australia, USA and New Zealand that consider the full range of economic, social and
environmental impacts or parts thereof”.

Our key message is a simple one – large “campaign fires” must be avoided by
focusing on the rapid detection and suppression of fires while they are small.
The cost of fire prevention (including fuel reduction burning), readiness, training
rapid and determined initial attack, are far exceeded by the enormous financial
and social burden of large campaign fires, viz: suppression, disruption and
recovery.
Stephenson acknowledged the imperfections in the models used to derive the costs.
Many economists point out that the wording of questionnaires to gather $ values can be
designed to elicit a preordained outcome, reflecting inherent bias in the responder.
Consequently, the benefits can be inflated when in fact, the net losses are larger.
Stephenson concluded in the Summary, “Until the economic losses associated with bushfires
are known, policies and strategies incorporating bushfire information will not be fully
informed.
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Table 2: Summary of the environmental, economic and social losses, benefits and net economic
losses for the 2003 Alpine Fires, 2006 Great Divide Fires and 2009 Black Saturday fires.
(Stephenson 201016 cited by Ryan and Runnels in 201517)
Asset Value -2008 AU$ (2019AU$) *
* Source RBA inflation calculator
Total area (ha)
Economic losses
Residential buildings and contents
Commercial and industrial buildings
and contents
Park
buildings,
contents
and
infrastructure
Public infrastructure
Agriculture
Timber
Emergency response operations
Social losses
Fatalities
Major injuries
Minor injuries
Environmental losses
Benefits
Payments by government
Donations
Insurance
Total losses
Total benefits
Net loss from bushfire

2003 Alpine
Fires
1,080,893
1,715,286,629
(2,144 M)
7,841,250
(10 M)
2,613,750
(3 M)
34,736,687
(43 M)
82,802,000
(104 M)
60,767,501
(76 M)
1,391,993,388
(1,740 M)
134,532,053
(168 M)
3,652,000
(5 M)
3,652,000
(5 M)
0

2006–07 Great
Divide Fires
1,113,251
1,077,615,049
(1,347 M)
13,578,750
(17 M)
0

0

0

1,094,975,092
(1,309 M)
122,565,903
(153 M)
99,911,542
(125 M)
2,904,405
(4 M)
19,749,956
(25 M)
2,813,913,721
(3,517 M)
122,565,903
(153 M)
2,691,347,818
(3,364 M)

1,095,619,252
(1,370 M)
174,819,572
(219 M)
144,206,744
(180 M)
350,562
(0.438 M)
30,262,266
(38 M)
2,176,886,301
(2,721 M)
174,819,572
(219 M)
2,002,066,729
(2,503 M)

28,592,624
(36 M)
0
165,582,348
(207 M)
692,461,833
(866 M)
177,399,494
(222 M)
3,652,000
(5 M)
3,652,000
(5 M)
0

2009 Black
Saturday Fires
388,261
1,826,197,051
(2,283 M)
611,842,500
(765 M)
37,223,605
(47 M)
33,392,225
(42 M)
6,885,000
(9 M)
720,102,519
(900 M)
78,900,464
(99 M)
337,850,738
(422 M)
701,857,540
(877 M)
631,796,000
(790 M)
56,077,970
(70 M)
13,983,570
(17 M)
359,139,365
(449 M)
1,962,284,227
(2,453 M)
507,758,230
(635 M)
382,046,329
(478 M)
1,072,479,668
(1,341 M)
2,887,193,955
(3,609 M)
1,962,284,227
(2,453 M)
924,909,728
(1,156 M)

Whilst these tables show the great overall losses from large fires, the need to keep fires small
is clearly shown in the following table (Table 3) adapted from Dexter and Macleod 18

16

DELWP Report 88 – Stephenson 2010
Ryan and Runnalls 2015
18
Dexter and Macleod (2017) ibid
17
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Table 3: Summary Comparison: 1985 and 2003 Direct Fire Suppression Costs (Au$ in 2019)
Feature

January 1985

January 2003

Jan/Feb/Mar
2003

Duration (Days)
14
9
59
Area burnt (ha)
150,000
34,000
1,150,000
Peak personnel (No)
3120
1350
4280
Peak plant (No)
475
255
350
Peak aircraft (No)
36
31
34
Total personnel days (No)
21,700
9,530
133,100
Total plant days (No)
3,330
2,180
8,560
Total aircraft days (No)
392
165
847
Estimated suppression cost
$20.54 M
$23.5M
$216.7M
Suppression costs/area burnt
$137.1/ha
$674/ha
$188/ha
Adapted from Dexter and Macleod (April 2018).
RBA Inflation Calculator for AU$ 2019
This table relates to selected “larger” fires, with the myriad of very small fires (under 5 ha)
not costed as there are far too many to consider. However, if the cost of many of these very
small fires was tabulated, the unit area cost will almost certainly be very high, but the total
expenditure is low.
Whereas Table 2 takes a more holistic view of the net costs of large fires, Table 3
concentrates on the direct costs of the firefight. Major fires generate large losses in many
other areas of our society and the environment and to estimate these losses in the timeframe
required for the 2019/20 fires is not possible. The factors to be considered in the future, and
what the enquiry should examine in its deliberations are, but are not limited to:
 Loss of life
 Loss of assets e.g. houses, farm fences, timber plantations etc.
 Relocation and evacuation costs
 Damage to community assets e.g. roads, bridges, power distribution systems etc.
 Water issues – yield and quality
 Lost production e.g. farms, businesses
 Loss of other business e.g. tourism,
 Recovery costs
 Rebuilding costs
 Insurance/fire levy costs
Whilst this information is not currently available to us, the Auditor General (or any of the
enquiries following the fires) must follow this up with Government bodies to fully understand
the very high cost of the large fires of 2019/2020.
The only major enquiry to have any lasting effect in the last 80 years or so was the Stretton
Royal Commission following the disastrous 1939 fires. Systems and arrangements were set
up which, to a large degree, worked well for decades. Major developments in knowledge,
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technology and social systems should have built on these arrangements to drastically
improve the management of fire even further; the opposite seems to have happened if the
results of fires in the last 20 years are objectively analysed.
We are not suggesting ‘back to the future’, but the lessons learnt, must be incorporated to
suit contemporary times; the latest knowledge and technology must be used effectively and
efficiently to prevent major fire disasters in the future.
The four major areas for improvement are:
1.

Fuel reduction programs must be expanded across all land tenures to manage fuel
levels to the extent that fires never have long, unbroken runs in heavy fuel loads

2.

Rapid and determined initial attack, using all available resources, must be applied
to EVERY outbreak of fire in order to contain it within the smallest area possible.

3.

Land management across all land tenures must be complementary to fire
management. On-ground activity, such as trackbuilding and maintenance for
access, multiple use management, across all land tenures, to build knowledge and
skills and constant “on the job” training are all essential. Locking up vast areas
with “passive” management is a recipe for disaster (as evidenced nationally by the
2019/20 fires).

4.

Centralisaton of emergency management in the early stages of fires is
counterproductive, and strong local decision making and action should be an
essential part of fire attack, backed up by larger organizational support when
required.

Reference:
1. The Age 29th January 2020: Noel Towell, State Political Editor Victoria spent $1.8 billion on its
dire services last year, hundreds of millions more than another State of Territory
2.

DELWP (July 2010): The impacts, losses and benefits sustained from five severe bushfires in southeastern Australia. Fire and adaptive management. Report No. 88 ISBN 9781742870625 (online) Catherine Stephenson: Research Officer, Centre for Risk and Community Safety. RMIT University
and Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre

3.

Michel Ryan and Ross Runnalls (May 2015): Does timber harvesting in natural forests have any
influence on fire management at the landscape level? IFA conference session paper – Commercial
timber management and what this means for fire outline.

4.

Barrie Dexter and Donald Macleod (Apr 2018) Revisions 1: What is the True Cost of Forest Fire
Management on Public Land in Victoria. What actions are required to increase transparency and
accountability in reporting these costs in the public interest? [Includes Briefing Notes] ISBN: 9780-9942531-5-6 CD-ROM
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The Role of Aircraft in Victoria’s Forest Fire Management.
Victoria has arguably been a leading player in developing roles whereby aircraft can assist in all
aspects of forest fire management.
The the role of aircraft in fire-fighting, particularly fire bombing in support of ground personnel,
has been well documented in Victoria for over 50 years. Use of small agricultural aircraft to
“bomb” remote fires to hold them to small areas before ground crews could get there became a
well-used and successful tactic for over 50 years
Injudicious use of aircraft however quickly incurs huge costs which are not publicly reported. The
standing costs for very large aircraft are enormous and it is very questionable whether this is real
value for money.
Firebombing, which is increasingly used as a smokescreen by Emergency Management and
Government to obscure the serious lack of experienced personnel available for the prevention,
suppression and planned use of fire in the landscape has become a common practice that looks
great on TV, but often has little lasting effect on fire control – particularly under severe fire
conditions. There is no substitute for physically separating the fire from the fuel by on-the-ground
action to effect lasting fire control, and dropping water on a forest fire edge gives transient control
at best.
Aircraft have a variety if very useful functions in fire management, and one of the most useful of
these is rapid deployment of retardant on to fires where ground crews are not able to access
quickly.
Acute lack of ground access, due in large to the deteriorating public land access network, also
greatly restricts planned burning at a landscape-scale and the direct attack and control of
bushfires. Aircraft can make a verifiable difference in fire management under these circumstances
in a variety of roles.
However, using fire bombers as shown on TV in the heat of the moment is not one of them.
In practice, aircraft are invaluable for: intelligence gathering, crew and equipment
transportation, quickly placing specialist crew on the fireground, fuel reduction burning, fire
burnouts, back-burning and fire bombing in support of ground crew containing and
controlling bushfire.
Aircraft provide an essential service, they are not a substitute for on-ground access to forests
by well-trained and equipped personnel, during fire-related operations.
The benefit:cost for these operations should be separately quantified for the Country Fire
Authority & DELWP, including at the public land/private land interface for fire prevention and
suppression and the planned use of fire on forested public land.
Concerns about the ineffective use of aircraft for firebombing are not new. Extracts from an article
from the Los Angeles Times, 7th April 2019 illustrate the situation in California.
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Aircraft 'Increasingly Ineffective' Against CA Wildfires
Los Angeles Times. April 7, 2019
Joseph Serna and Kyle Kim
Over the past two years, wind conditions and other factors have shown the limitations CAL FIRE's
air tankers and helicopters have when it comes to battling extreme wildfires.

An air tanker drops water on a wildfire in California's San Fernando Valley in 2008.
Gene Blevins/Los Angeles Daily News/ZUMA Press/TNS

The flames erupted just after sunrise on a high canyon wall, far beyond the reach of earthbound
firefighters.
As powerful winds sent embers rocketing through the Sierra Nevada foothills, and closer to the
towns of Magalia, Concow and Paradise, fire crews radioed anxiously for aircraft.
“Any news on air attack?” demanded one commander. “Let’s get stuff up that we can get up.”
But it would take nearly two hours for the first water-dropping helicopter to arrive, and roughly six
hours for the first air tankers to drop retardant on the fire, because of dangerously strong winds.
Now, in the aftermath of the Camp fire, which killed 85 people and caused up to $13 billion in
damage, some are calling CAL FIRE's use of air tankers “costly and increasingly ineffective.”
They insist that fixed-wing air tankers are too vulnerable to the blinding smoke and high winds of
extreme fire conditions.
For residents living in wildfire country, the sight of airplanes spewing clouds of pink retardant and
helicopters dumping torrents of water onto flames can bring hope and reassurance — regardless
of their usefulness. Similarly, the absence of aircraft from a wildfire will quickly inspire public
criticism and outrage.
But the unprecedented death and destruction that wildfires have brought to California the last two
years have demonstrated the sharp limitations aircraft have when battling extreme fire behaviour.
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Air support "often symbolic"
Fires like the one that destroyed Paradise in November and Santa Rosa in 2017 don’t stop growing
until the wind dies down, said Frank Carroll, a retired 31-year firefighting veteran with the U.S.
Forest Service.
“There’s no combination of firefighters on the planet that could’ve altered the outcome,” Carroll
said.
But crews on the ground in Paradise may not have realized that at the time. Firefighters were heard
in dispatch recordings repeatedly asking about air support in the fire’s first hours.
“It’s often symbolic. That’s not a damning thing, that’s a fact. You can’t watch 19,000 structures
burn. You have to throw everything at it you can find,” Carroll said. “You got to take your engine,
your aircraft, knowing all the time it’s not going to have any effect.”
Some residents who were slow to evacuate said they didn’t realize how bad it was, in part, due to
the absence of air tankers roaring over their neighborhoods.
“As much as we want to get the red stuff on the ground where we need it, the effectiveness
becomes pretty limited in the wind,” said Jeffrey Kline, a former fire management officer with the
Bureau of Land Management.

Lessons and Sensitive Issues for Victoria (and Australian Jurisdictions)
Clearly, aircraft are a very valuable asset for many activities involving forest fire management.
Australasian Fire Authorities Council (AFAC) - fire chiefs know this but continue to recommend
Commonwealth and State governments to lease or purchase more large air tankers, and often
deploy them ineffectively on raging bushfires in heavy fuel loads and in urban, semi-urban
interface, where much less expensive ground-based suppression tools could be effectively
deployed.
Limits to direct suppression of forest fires were discussed on pages 38 - 43. Yes, they need
upgrading, but are still a worthwhile guide for especially for mixed species eucalypt forests, a
common forest type.
Fire chiefs know this, so why deploy fire bombers in circumstances where they will be ineffective?
The questions that need to be addressed:
 Who are the beneficiaries ?
 Are there potential conflicts of interest in those advising governments?
 Who decides their deployment and under what circumstances?
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There are some sensitive issues concerning the general community.
 Are taxpayers willing to pay for substantially increased fire prevention, threats from fire and
measures to increase their resilience?
This would minimise fire suppression; significantly reduce disruption, destruction and recovery
costs but would require government increasing agencies’ fire management budgets. It might be
argued that health, education etc. are more important.
OR
 Will taxpayers in their ignorance, continue to be willing to pay massive costs of the current
approach, which results in unsustainable costs of suppression, disruption, destruction and
recovery, which far outweighs benefits of expenditure on prevention?
The second issue is even more challenging.
 The extract, above, from the Los Angeles Times describes say the ‘measure of comfort’ that
both firefighters and threatened communities experience from hearing and/or seeing aerial
attack on fires even if it is ineffective.
We suspect that this applies to Australian human nature, consciously or sub-consciously; people
are reassured that they are not alone, not abandoned and the ‘cavalry’ is coming to the rescue.
This matter is real, serious and should not be readily dismissed. The Public needs to be
educated on these matters so that their right to be protected from bushfire as a core duty of
government is properly addressed in the most cost effective and efficient way.

HAVE VICTORIA’S ‘INDEPENDENT’ WATCHDOGS ACTED IN THE BEST
INTERESTS OF THE COMMUNITY?
The role of Victoria’s Auditor General (VAGO) in holding government and bureaucracy to
account.
VAGO’s annual report 2018/19 identifies that its main target audience for its reviews are
politicians and public service bureaucrats.
VAGO accepts proforma online requests for audits and evaluates how they might fit with
their forward planning for audits. It is reasonable that the general public who pay for public
services to be a key stakeholder in their recommendations for improvement in such services.
One of VAGO’s relevant investigation “Reducing Bushfire Risk”; objective: “To assess whether
responsible agencies are effectively working together to reduce Victoria’s bushfire risk.”
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Agencies listed: DELWP, Parks Victoria, Country Fire Authority, Department of Justice and
Community Safety (DJCS - Emergency Management Victoria), Energy Safe Victoria,
Murrindindi Shire Council, City of Whittlesea and East Gippsland Shire Council.
Note: EMV as an entity is not required to submit an annual report to Parliament. Dept of
Justice sometimes makes comment on EMV activities in its annual reporting.
VAGO states "fuel management is the main method of managing bushfire risk" and that "the
IGEM agreed and recommended that the government replace the hectare-based target with
a risk reduction target that measures the impact of fuel management activities on the overall
risk of bushfires"; see the governments' “Safer together - A new approach to reducing the
risk of bushfire in Victoria” – published 19/11/15. [www.delwp.vic.gov.au]
Significantly, VAGO does not mention the caveats IGEM originally put on the change; but
quotes "maintain bushfire risk at or below 70 percent of Victoria's maximum bushfire risk was
implemented" and that "DELWP's 2017-18 Fuel Management Report estimates the State's
bushfire risk at 66 percent”.
These matters were extensively covered in the revised (April 2018) Prepared Document19
receipt of which VAGO acknowledged and are reported in the section ‘Policy and Strategy to
keep Victorians safe from bushfire’ (page 46). See Appendix 9 of this report.
VAGO's draft work plan 2018-2021 (26/06/18) contained the following statement: "Our forward
program also supports our strategic objectives, it is important that we explore our full mandate
of economy, efficiency, effectiveness in our audits.
We have sought to rebalance our performance program for 2018-19 on efficiency. We have
tended to focus on outcome effectiveness in recent years, and in doing so are not realizing the
opportunities that present by focusing on cost-effectiveness". [Bold – authors’ emphasis]
Other VAGO investigations in 2019-20 and beyond involving DELWP include:







19

Use of contractors and consultants in the Victorian public sector;
Fraud and corruption control - Victorian Secretaries Board initiatives;
Measuring and reporting on Victorian public sector performance (timeline 2021-22).
Public Sector budget Paper 3 performance measurement provides a relevant
appropriate and fair representation of actual performance;
Managing native vegetation clearing;
Conserving threatened species (timeline 2020-21)

What is the True Cost of Forest Fire Management on Public Land in Victoria?
Barrie Dexter & Donald Macleod. November 2017 & Briefing Notes. Barrie Dexter, Athol Hodgson AM, Rod Incoll
AFSM April 2018
ISBN 978-0-9942531-6-3
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Demonstrably, Agencies have not effectively and efficiently activated VAGO’s previous
recommendations on upgrading their efforts on fuel management. VAGO is interested in
auditing efficiency but there appears to be no evidence that it will action an audit of the true
cost of forest fire management on public land in Victoria. Instead, DELWP has announced as
reported in its 2018-19 annual report, it will do this internally.
In FFVic Inc’s opinion, this is untenable; it must be an independent audit, assisted by
independent people with extensive experience, including on the fire ground, on forest fires.
VAGO treats all requests from all sources as “in confidence” and does not publish them on
their website. It is disappointing that VAGO has left it to DELWP to audit itself on this matter;
we feel that it is in the public interest, particularly all those grievously affected by bushfire
over the past two decades to know about the request for this audit. See Appendix 9.
The IGEM must ensure that such an audit is independently actioned.

CONCLUSIONS

Forest Fire Victoria (FFV) has examined the terms of reference for this inquiry with respect to the
2019/2020 fires and has assessed the performance of the Government and it’s agencies as an
overall fail. There is no doubt that the frontline staff and the community have performed their
very best work under difficult circumstances, but they have been seriously constrained by a
number of factors identified in this submission. Accordingly, FFV Inc. has outlined a series of
demands for the IGEM to address and these are listed in the summary at the start of this
submission.
Assessing the matters for consideration as listed we conclude as follows:


Effectiveness of Victoria’s operational response to the 2019/20 fire season.

Clearly the scale of the fires and the time taken to control them, initially under relatively benign
conditions, must be regarded as unacceptable. Whilst the current priorities are important (led by
the primacy of saving life) the first priority must always be to put the fire out as soon as possible.
During periods of significant fire danger fire strategists must shift their focus from suppressing
large, running campaign fires that appears to have become the current orthodoxy, to rapid
detection and suppression of fires day and night; keep them as small as possible in every part of
the State.
The role of large aircraft used in fire suppression must be reviewed and rationalised.
It is clear that the public at this time, are not prepared to agree to higher costs, and much smaller
risks involved in fire prevention works, but will accept without question, massive suppression
costs on large fires even when the money is wasted.


Preparedness ahead of the 2019/20 fire season; including the effectiveness of regional
management, work undertaken to inform and educate the community about the coming
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season, community engagements, impact of lengthening fire seasons and any relevant
legislation, policy and practice
There has been constant commentary on the “unprecedented” nature of the fire season and the
problems posed by climate change effecting fire seasons and fire behaviour. Our submission
contends that the elements leading up to and applying throughout these fires was neither
extraordinary nor unexpected. The drought conditions were well known and the season was
within known parameters.
Therefore, the preparedness ahead of the season should have allowed for the known conditions.
Policy and practice on many issues, such as fuel reduction burning, risk assessment, first attack
systems and workforce have all been examined and, in most cases, found wanting.
The number of skilled, trained and suitably equipped people who work in and around the forest
and the Country Area (for CFA firefighters) must be increased on a year-round basis. The
government must fund agencies to have sufficient money and manpower to manage areas under
their jurisdiction to “take all possible steps to prevent fires from escaping and doing damage”
The supplement of Project Firefighters for the summer period has, and always will be, a most
important resource to bolster capacity during the fire season, but this approach does not provide
the continuity that a skilled, year-round workforce provides. Clearly the decline in native forest
logging, and the consequent reduction in fire-fighting equipment available, is a major factor that
can only be reversed by the expansion of multiple use management of forests rather that a policy
that looks only at “preservation”.
A program that reverses the decline in operational CFA members must also be instituted or the
fragmentation of rural firefighting skills in rural areas will be a millstone around the neck of the
community for a long time to come. The concept of Fire Rescue for areas where the rural/urban
interface has extended over many years will possibly work there, but it won’t work in the remote
and rural settings where committed volunteers with the essential local knowledge and
connections are the backbone of rural fire control.
Long standing issues concerning reducing the risk of bushfire on Victoria’s public land such as
defining threat from bushfire, and misguided risk reduction targets must be quantitatively
evaluated. The concepts outlined in Safer Together are used to bring the community along in the
fight against bushfires. The concept of accepting a 70% risk reduction target promulgated in the
Safer Together policy is seen as seriously flawed by many highly experienced fire experts as it
confuses risk and threat, and this must be reviewed.
The ‘community’ must also accept that they too have significant responsibilities and that dollars
wisely spent on prevention will reduce the overall cost of forest fire management on public land.
The community must also understand and be tolerant that it will take several years to reach the
required performance levels.
Transparency of reporting through current legislation has also been examined and found to be
deficient. Insertions must be made in the appropriate Acts of Parliament to increase
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implementation, reporting and transparency about fire prevention and suppression programs on
public land.
No blame is attached when acting in good faith, but lack of accountability in doing one’s duty
under the law, must be addressed or history will continue to be repeated.


Review of all opportunities and approaches to bushfire preparedness, including different
methods of fuel and land management (for example: cool burning, mechanical slashing,
integrated forest management, traditional fire approaches) to protect life and property as well
as ecological and cultural values

Allowing fires in more remote areas to build up in scale and burn through high levels of forest fuels
is a self-evident recipe for disaster, as these fires inevitably emerge to threaten and damage
people and assets and are highly destructive of the forest environment. A broadscale fuel
reduction program that prevents the long term build-up of fuel levels in the forested areas,
including National Parks, which includes at least the 5% minimum target recommended by the
2009 Black Saturday Royal Commission must be achieved.
Integrated forest management is another area that must be reinstated, as the Government must
be made responsible for managing the behaviour of fire in forests therein and the threat they pose
to neighbouring communities. Separating the management of the land and the management of
fire on those lands is a recipe for failure.

Our key message is a simple one. Large “campaign fires” are to be avoided by focusing
on the rapid detection and suppression of fires while they are small”.
The costs of fire prevention (including fuel reduction burning), readiness, training and
rapid and determined initial attack are far exceeded by the enormous financial and
social burden of large campaign fires.
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VICTORIAN AUDITOR GENERAL OF VICTORIA - REQUEST FOR AN AUDIT

The prevention, suppression, planned use of fire and recovery from bushfire in the short and long term.
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